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Bakura Girl
R'ala listened to the familiar thrum of the shuttle's engines as it went through the landing 

cycle. She set her palm on the grip of the blaster on her left hip, then did the same with the one on

the right. She should have been thinking about the mission, but her mind drifted to an image of 

the girl she'd seen at Pog's Station on Bakura a few standard years back: pale skin dabbed with 

freckles, a rope of charcoal hair, a vague smile in R'ala's direction. R'ala had never been sure 

whether the smile was for her, though; the girl had just scored a sack of old speeder parts she'd 

seemed desperate to get. Bosch and the two Dresellians (new to the crew – R'ala hadn't learned 

their names) paced the breadth of the shuttle while R'ala sat, bent forward, elbows on knees. The 

girl's face disappeared from her mind.

“I don't really want to get spaced when you wear a hole in the floor,” she said to Bosch.

“Quiet until this is over, Miri,” Bosch said. “These guys have probably picked up our 

signature already. I don't need them knowing how many of us there are, too.”

To be fair, Bosch and the Dresellians didn't know R'ala's name, either. Bosch was an old vet 

who claimed to have fought for a Rebel infiltration team during the Battle of Endor, but that was 

most of what she knew about him. He'd spent the last twenty-five years hiring temporary crews 

to lift valuable objects for various collectors, never keeping the same crew for too long. This was 

their fifth mission together. He'd hired her after a five-minute interview, during which he asked 

how she managed to balance a healthy social life, top marks in Chandrila's New Futures program, 

and an independent gig as a slicer. Well, she thought to herself, it's amazing what you can 

accomplish if you're a strong enough liar.
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The shuttle settled down on the moon's surface. If R'ala was lucky, she wouldn't have to 

draw the blasters she kept checking on. Still, the risk always put a ripple in her blood. Her job on 

these missions was to slice into security systems, unlock what was locked, and repair weapons. 

Bosch's crew always looked at her with some kind of pity, as though she, now Bosch's longest-

standing freelancer, were the expendable one.

Tell that to the Rodian who tried to disable a power coupling by himself last time, she 

thought. There was a reason she'd stopped learning the names of the newbies after a month. 

Bosch gave the signal, and the hatch lurched open. The fog was thick. The two Dresellians, 

with their long-barreled rifles, took point. There was nothing for a hundred meters, though; R'ala 

knew that without even looking outside. She'd studied the schematics of the Zerta facility before 

the hyperspace jump: two floors, an entrance in the front and in the rear, one stairwell leaning to 

the simple office overseeing the work floor. A landing zone atop the building with room enough 

for three small shuttles. A simple terminal at the entrance. If she worked her magic, that terminal 

would grant access to every room in the building, including the one that held the prize.

R'ala descended the shuttle ramp last. Tevix, the Zabrak pilot, stayed aboard. R'ala's boots 

hit the moon's surface, and even after all the traveling she'd done on the Outer Rim, a sense of 

wonder still rushed through her now, the idea that she was standing somewhere she'd never 

stood, and maybe that no one else had, either.

The Zerta building rested in front of them, a blue glow emanating from the upper 

windows. It looked almost unsuspecting, which put R'ala on edge. They must have picked up the 

shuttle on their scanners by now.

All was still quiet by the time the group reached the terminal at the front entrance; there 

wasn't even the rattle of workers inside. “No welcome party,” Bosch said, resting his blaster rifle 
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on his shoulder. “Not very polite.”

“Yeah,” R'ala said, already tapping keys with gloved fingers. “It's almost as if they don't 

want us here.”

Security was minimal. R'ala blazed through the building's protections, starting with the 

simple code on the front door. “Going in,” Bosch said when the door slid open with a satisfying 

shiff. The Dresellians followed, rifles at the ready.

R'ala tracked their positions via the terminal, watching Bosch and crew make their way 

through the complex. “Let's go upstairs,” she said to herself, easily slicing into the office door. “Bet 

that's where the boss is. Bet he'll tell us where something else is, too.”

The client never told the crew what exactly they were retrieving for him, but they knew 

what the container looked like: a plasteel footlocker with the Old Republic's insignia. R'ala 

assumed it had nothing to do with the Republic itself – maybe some kind of memento – but since 

she was getting a cool cut of the pay, it was none of her business.

“Miri,” Bosch's voice popped in over the comm. “There's another door in front of me. Why 

isn't it open?”

“They must have encrypted it separately,” she said. “That's probably the room we want.”

“Should I persuade the overseer to give us the code? The Dresellians locked him in the 

office just now, so he isn't exactly busy.”

“No,” R'ala said. “I'll take care of it. Any resistance inside?”

“Nothing. Either someone doesn't care about protecting their investment, or they never 

thought they'd be bothered here.”

“Or they can't afford a security detail,” R'ala said. “Zerta isn't a corporation, Bosch. Look at 

this place. They probably have a few locations in the system, and that's it.”
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“I hope you're not trying to make me feel bad.”

“Oh, never.”

“Just open the door.”

R'ala tapped a few lines of code and pulled a custom computer spike out of her satchel. She

carefully attached it to the terminal's input drive and unleashed it on the complex's security 

system. 

There was a ruffling sound behind her, like clothing. She probably wouldn't be fast enough 

to draw on whoever it was, so she slowly turned her head.

Two men dressed in gearhead garb with Zerta patches on the chests stood several feet 

away, small blasters drawn. The back exit. Of course. One, a young Rodian, said something R'ala 

couldn't understand. The human, balding with a push-broom mustache, followed her head with 

his blaster, his hand shaking.

“We're not here to put anyone out of a job,” R'ala said. 

“Could have fooled me,” snapped the human. “Those blasters on your hips haven't existed 

in a thousand years, not in any sector I know of.”

“They're replicas. No one's here to hurt anybody.”  R'ala turned her body toward them, 

hands raised in surrender.

“The artillery your buddies are carrying?  They're replicas too, then?”  

“I'm telling you,” R'ala said, “you don't want to do this. We'll be out of here in a few 

minutes. We're just picking up something that belongs to a friend of ours.”

The human wasn't buying it. “Remove the computer spike.”

“Afraid I can't do that.”

He tightened his grip on the blaster. The Rodian copied him.
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“I don't want to shoot you, girl.”

“It seems like you do.” R'ala felt a bubble in her chest. “Listen,” she said. “What's your 

name?”

“Quiet. Just stay put.”

Bosch's voice crackled over the comm again. “Miri, bad situation. How long until we're in?”

Thirty seconds, she wanted to say, but she couldn't answer him now, or this pair of would-

be gunslingers would know exactly how long she needed to stall them. She kept eye contact with 

the human and addressed him again. Hopefully the workers inside hadn't found weapons and 

strong nerves as well. “Maybe your friend will let me explain.”

The human's eyes wandered over to the Rodian. “Peevlah,” he said, “turn your translator 

on.”

The Rodian fiddled with something behind his ear. “This is the third raid since we started 

working here,” he said. “We're not sitting still this time. Someone needs to be made an example 

of.”

“The raids weren't us,” R'ala said.

“I don't care.” Peevlah's green finger floated over the trigger of the tiny blaster. He'd 

resolved to shoot her. “First we're working for some Senate splinter group. Then we're producing 

for the Niktos. Always providing for people who have enemies.”

The math was easy enough to do. These guys were helpless here, lashing out now, like 

anyone would.

“I'm sorry it has to be you,” Peevlah added. “Goodbye.”

The part she told Bosch about the New Futures program was almost true. Living in the 
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lower levels of Nayli, between the slums and the metropolis, R'ala had few opportunities. Her 

mother, supporting two daughters alone, fumbled around their tiny kitchen after trudging in from

work, preparing dinner with her eyes halfway shut. R'ala wanted to help then, to do something 

more than put together meals when her mother had to work all night. But her mother would just 

tell her to use her head.

New Futures brought R'ala in on a scholarship, but after one term of top marks, it had all 

seemed too easy. Once she met Glyn, the travel bug got hold of her, and they pooled their credits 

for a small starship. They educated themselves through adventure: perusing the libraries of 

Obroa-skai, screaming Greer Sonnel's name at the Gauntlet on Pamarthe, even indulging in the 

spectacle of Twi'lek dancers on Coruscant when they fell on the right side of a bet. R'ala still 

couldn't pinpoint where it all went wrong, but she and Glyn had eventually parted ways, and she 

never did make it back to her mother.

Now, when she felt vulnerable, she didn't think about what home meant to her, or what her

mother was up to, or what it would be like to sit in the kitchen again and say she was sorry. It 

used to be her mother's face she would call into her mind before an interview or a mission, but 

her mind had begun to conflate it with other faces. The only one she remembered clearly was the 

girl at Pog's Station, the freckled Bakura scavenger who may have smiled her way, her own little 

lost star, just as R'ala was someone else's.

Peevlah looked to the human, and R'ala realized that he didn't actually want to kill her 

himself. In the moment of hesitation before the human raised his blaster, R'ala whipped hers from

her right hip, the N-101, which shredded into the man's chest with a flurry of bolts. He hit the 

ground like a dry sack. R'ala spun to face the Rodian, who'd dropped his pistol and fallen to his 
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knees in the cacophony. He'd probably never seen anyone killed before.

“Please,” he said, hands on his head, “don't.”

She crouched and met his eyes. “Listen.” He was shuddering and trying to cover his face. 

“Hey. Stay with me.” He quickly composed himself, probably thinking she'd shoot him if he didn't. 

“I envy you,” R'ala said. “There was a time when I would have reacted like that. Have a good sob, 

get a terrible night's sleep, then go back to work in the morning.” She waited. He could become 

indignant now, call her a killer. But he stayed silent. 

“Stand up,” she said, “and pick up your blaster. Go home with some dignity. Think about 

what an interesting shift you're going to have tomorrow. I promise, Peevlah: this isn't that bad. 

Your life is okay.”

The Rodian seemed to understand. He scooped up his pistol.

“What will you – ”

R'ala heard the sudden hum of a vibroblade. Tevix, Bosch's pilot, emerged from the fog 

behind Peevlah, and before R'ala could call out, the Zabrak stuck the blade under the Rodian's 

arm. She covered his mouth with the heel of her hand, and soon, it was over. 

Tevix dropped the body and grinned at R'ala, her skull-spines glowing blue in the facility's 

artificial light.

“Having an off-day?” the Zabrak said.

“He wasn't going to attack me.”

Tevix shrugged. “So?”

The Dresellians emerged from the door, each holding one end of a plasteel footlocker. They

stepped between the bodies as if they didn't see them, as if they didn't notice R'ala's white-

knuckle grip on her blaster, or Tevix's still-humming vibroblade.
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Bosch soon followed, rifle on shoulder. 

“Well,” he said, amused, “I was going to complain about a single brave employee popping 

off a shot at us before coming to his senses, but I now see it's not going to have the intended 

effect.”

R'ala holstered her N-101 and took one last look at the bodies. “Let's just get out of here.”

She waited for Bosch to go, then walked alongside Tevix. She asked the Zabrak why she'd 

felt the need to run the Rodian through.

“Maybe because I care about whether you die,” she said. “Or maybe I was bored. Too much 

sitting isn't good for the back.”  

R'ala said nothing.

“C'mon, Miri,” Tevix went on,“if all I cared about was money, why would I bother saving 

you?  Smaller crew,  bigger cut.”

R'ala kept her eyes fixed on the ground. She thought about how long it must have taken 

Tevix to learn how to move so silently, how many people she'd ended like that.

The shuttle appeared through the fog veil, and Tevix's hand gripped R'ala's. 

“We're nominating you to deliver the payload to the client,” Tevix said. “You're the best 

with people.”

As Tevix spoke and R'ala felt the squeeze of her fingers, everything about the woman 

became instantly alien. R'ala closed her eyes and imagined those fingers belonged to a girl with 

braided charcoal hair and a used sensor array under her arm. She imagined the nearest planet to 

this moon, how people must be looking up at it now, marveling at the glow, imagining the 

possibilities.

Then her boots hit the shuttle ramp, and the engines began to roar. 
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Paths Around the Sun

R'ala reclined in her little apartment on Haidoral Prime, gazing out at the flickering 

metropolis. She much preferred the rough frontier worlds of the Outer Rim, where people did real

work, never took more than what they needed, and appreciated what they had. She and Glyn had 

once traveled to Sullust just to take holovids of ash angels, and although she'd met Sullustans 

before (the most notable of which she'd accidentally shoulder-checked in a cantina after drinking 

five ice blasters), she hadn't yet seen them in their element: constant creation. Droids, speeders, 

ships, sensors, weapons. They moved about with their big marble eyes, jowl flaps working as they

relayed orders to subordinates. It was a life R'ala could respect. Here, though, in the Mid Rim and 

closer to the Core, there was nary a world whereupon life itself didn't revolve around the big 

cities, with their politics, entitlement, and finery. Sure, R'ala had indulged a few times in her life, 

but the frivolity of places like Haidoral Prime was almost vulgar, as if they weren't even aware of 

the rest of the galaxy.

She crossed one foot over the other, gazing out at the city's night market while she waited 

to receive a signal from the contact. The plasteel footlocker lay in the corner of the room, under 

R'ala's N-101 Rampage Needler, which she'd built herself based on Old Republic designs, and 

which had, just a standard day earlier, pumped several rounds into a man's chest. Not her first 

kill, not by a long shot, but she hadn't particularly wanted to squeeze the trigger this time.

CC-7, R'ala's old RA-model protocol droid, shuffled into the room. “Miss R'ala,” he said, 

“your presence has been requested at the tower.”

“Thanks, CeeCee.”
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She polished off her drink, blew out a hard breath, and crossed the room to where her 

clothes were waiting. Before pulling on the shimmersilk dress she'd rented for the occasion, she 

reached for the dura-mesh armor she'd be wearing beneath it.

~

A Theelin woman sat behind Vexen Tower's reception desk, keeping eyes on eight separate

holoscreens and the front door. Her neon red hair sat bundled beneath the helmet all employees 

were required to wear, their faces invisible behind a visor to give the impression that they were 

all just part of the machinery that made this place work. The tower had once been a popular 

meeting point for the New Republic's Centrist senators when they were still pretending to have 

the galaxy's best interests – or any of its interests, really – in mind, but now it was a comfortable 

place for wealthy beings to perform their shadiest dealings in the most lavish surroundings.

The woman glanced at the list of recently-arrived guests: Mag and Wink, Client 5, Musta 

Farr. They always did this. Regardless of how untouchable they were, the types who stayed here 

were cautious enough not to leave hints for anyone. 

~

R'ala's shuttle made its way through the maze of sky traffic immersed in the city's 

subterranean blue glow. It left her at the far end of a bridge that led to Vexen Tower, where 

Bosch's client was waiting to receive his prize. The footlocker, resting on a small hoverlift, 

followed R'ala across the long bridge, pushed by a labor droid.

A security detail – a real one, not like the pathetic grunts that passed for security at the 

Zerta facility – served as guardrails along either side of the bridge. Huh, she thought. Maybe I have
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a reputation. 

The tower's lobby was nicer than any place R'ala had ever lived. The security captain, 

covered in the same black helmet and armor as the rest of them but with a yellow shield on the 

chest, tilted her head toward reception. R'ala obeyed the command, and the droid remained 

behind her with the footlocker, the grinding of its joints the only sound punctuating the silence.

The receptionist also wore the spherical black helmet, and seemed to be staring straight at

R'ala, though the eyes were invisible. R'ala briefly thought the woman might be a droid.

“Hi,” R'ala said.

The receptionist said nothing. If she was a droid, she should probably have been sent to 

maintenance.

R'ala continued: “I'm here for Client 5.”

The receptionist snapped to life. “Yes. Name?”

“Miri.”

She slid one gloved finger across a holoscreen that R'ala couldn't see. “Follow Captain 

Shardi and do not wander.”

All the military-style formality amused R'ala, but she tried not to let it show. She gave a 

mock salute, then turned back to the officer with the yellow shield on the breastplate.

“Nice dress,” the officer said to R'ala. “Hope you're not hiding anything that might set off 

our scanners. It's a bit of a pain to calm them down once they start spewing lasers.”

Rigid formalities. Fake threats. Hard-boiled crap. R'ala had probably done this waltz more 

times than the captain had.

“After you,” R'ala said.

“No,” said Captain Shardi. “I insist.”
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They entered a nearby lift – R'ala, Shardi, two armored officers with matching black 

helmets and blaster rifles, and the droid with the footlocker.

“I notice,” said R'ala, “that you boys are outfitted with the old I-707 rifles that used to be 

standard issue for H-Prime's military. Upau Expeditions came out with a new model a standard 

year ago, you know.”

As the door shut itself with a hum, Shardi punched a code into the lift's computer and said, 

“It is policy for visitors to remain silent on the lifts.”

The lift groaned, and up they went.

The officers led R'ala through a glass double-door into Client 5's quarters. The tower still 

used swinging doors, probably for effect: guests here liked to feel like they had things nobody else

had, even if those things were useless.

A bald human with a goatee leaned against a chair that looked like it was designed for a 

Wookiee. Alongside him, a Bith bodyguard stood tall, a hefty blaster clutched in his fist. R'ala had 

been checked for weapons seven times since leaving her flat. How had this guy brought that kind 

of heat in here?

That was the first question R'ala asked when the human greeted her.

“Our boss paid a lot for this room,” the human said. “It's funny: the more credits you shovel

their way, the more regulations suddenly become negotiable.”  He rubbed his goatee. These two 

were pissing R'ala off already.

“Your boss, you say,” R'ala said. She heard the door behind her snap shut. Security had left 

her to deal with this alone. After all, it was none of their business, and Client 5 surely wouldn't 

have wanted anyone to hear the details.
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“Name's Garr,” said the human.

“Sure it is,” said R'ala.

Garr smiled with half of his mouth. “Whatever you say, Miri.”  He gestured at the Bith. “This

is F'tudal.”

The Bith nodded.

R'ala smirked. “He your grav-ball teammate?”

“Nah. My dancing partner.”

She and Garr shared a laugh. It was good to match wits with somebody. Bosch and Tevix 

were alright, but neither was much for joking around. With Bosch, it was the age gap and the 

difference in upbringing: R'ala had always been interested in the arts – music, in particular – and 

had been a woman of the galaxy by the time she was eighteen. Bosch was a thug from some 

backwater world who just happened to be in charge of something these days, and their 

relationship was based on necessity: Bosch certainly wasn't going to be performing difficult slices

on his own anytime soon, and R'ala wasn't going to be pulling credits out of the ether.

With Tevix, it was a species gap. Not that R'ala had anything against befriending beings of 

all kinds, but Tevix was the only Zabrak she'd ever gotten to know, and it hadn't been easy. Not 

much occasion to mingle with the pilot while hopping from system to system, job to job, and Tevix

seemed to enjoy the violent parts of the work well enough to instigate them whenever she got the

chance. R'ala was no model of morality, but she preferred to bring all of her limbs, digits, and 

organs home with her each night. 

“Charmed,” R'ala said. “But I was under the impression that your boss was meeting us here

to retrieve this thing.”

“Don't know who told you that,” Garr said. “You never met him before, so why would you 
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now?  Also, we were under the impression that you were a hired goon, not the one who decides 

what's what.”

Ah. Back to their old selves. The Bith tightened his grip on the blaster. Intimidation 101. 

R'ala signaled to the droid to give the footlocker to Garr and F'tudal. The droid pushed the 

hoverlift across the room, and Garr set his hand on the metal.

“That's the one. Thanks, miss.”

“Fork over the credits.”

Garr gave his half-smile again without looking up. He flicked a ten-credit chip over the 

hoverlift, and it landed at the toe of R'ala's shoe. Blasted heels. No way I'm taking them on in this 

getup. 

“That's a tip for you,” Garr said. “Convenience fee. Our boss will transfer the rest of the 

creds to your boss's account.”

“Not the deal.”

Garr looked at F'tudal. “This girl probably wants to get out of this place,” he said. “I don't 

think it's to her taste.”

Honestly, she had no idea what Bosch and Client 5 had discussed privately, only what 

Bosch had told her she was supposed to do. This might have been a modified deal between them. 

Or Bosch may have sold her out as a joke, or for extra credits. Dammit, R'ala. How did you get 

here?  How do you keep letting yourself end up like this?

R'ala heard the ding of the lift behind her. Good, she thought. Maybe security's been 

listening in, and are keen to avoid a scuffle. These floors don't keep themselves clean.

She turned, and off the lift came someone who definitely wasn't Shardi. He wore a black 

helmet alright, but it was one like the old TIE pilots wore, and the rest of him was shelled in 
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tough-looking black armor. He wore gray leather gloves, one of which slowly aimed a long-

barreled weapon that R'ala recognized even from this distance.

A Merr-Sonn Munitions RPS-6 rocket launcher.

The two goons hit the deck, but R'ala was frozen. She barely heard the rocket leave the 

chamber.

~

Client 5 was scheduled to receive a visitor within the next hour.

Shardi, Vexen's security captain, swept through the lobby. “Hey,” she said to the 

receptionist. “Client Five is a real sleemo. All hands on deck for whoever his visitor is. Look sharp, 

Glyn.”

Glyn instinctively straightened up in her seat. She'd seen firefights before, but none had 

ever made it into the building. Shardi's detail had always taken care of things before it came to 

that. In their black, orb-like helmets, Shardi and her people reminded Glyn of the images she'd 

seen of the old Imperial stormtroopers. She wondered how they would have done against each 

other. Spending all day behind the desk gave her plenty of time to think about history and war-

gaming, piecing together scenarios in her head and resolving them before the end of shift.

Glyn looked over at Shardi. “Does this visitor know Client Five is about to con them?”

Shardi was quiet for a moment. “Not our business.”

“There's no way that human was the client. He and the Bith are stooges. You know what 

stooges look like.”

The pause again.

“Yep.”
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Shardi didn't care. Being captain of the tower meant being on shift all the time. Her home 

was a studio-sized room in the workers' quarters, and the extent of her social life was the 

occasional afternoon drink in the basement bar. She barely ever crossed that bridge. Vexen 

dressed its employees like identical droids, and Shardi, for one, had learned to act the part. 

Getting involved meant getting fired. Or fired at.

Glyn wasn't sure if she cared either. She hadn't much reason to. This was just her job, and 

although it was a serious one that she could say very little about elsewhere, she didn't live in the 

tower. Vexen didn't own her. But she couldn't help puzzling out people's secrets, predicting their 

moves ahead of time, how conflicts would be resolved. It wouldn't take a master war-gamer to 

outsmart the two goons Shardi had just escorted to Client 5's room, that was for sure.

In came the escort with the client's visitor. She was a human with a pile of brown hair and 

a braid, dark eyes with thin lashes. Shardi directed her to the reception desk, and she looked right

at Glyn.

R'ala?

“Hi,” R'ala said.

What do I say?  What are you doing here?  Then Glyn remembered the helmet. There was 

no way R'ala could tell who she was. The most familiar face in the galaxy to me. Would you even 

recognize me now?

“Yes,” Glyn said, her stomach churning. “Name?”

They went through the motions, and before Glyn knew it, R'ala was gone – whisked up the 

tower on the lift. She stared at the spot where R'ala had just been. Her face, right there. Her feet 

on those exact tiles. Her voice in this very room. Did she ever figure that Glyn would still be right 

where R'ala left her?  Not in this job, of course – not even on this side of the planet – but what 
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would R'ala say if she knew Glyn hadn't gone off-world in years?

Minutes went by. She didn't know how many. Fifty notifications popped onto her terminal 

screen.

“Six-four-four, do you copy?”  One of the techs in the security office.

Glyn shot to life again. “Yes. Sorry. Minor equipment issue.”

“Nothing's showing up on my screens. What's the issue?”

Dammit, Glyn. You're better than this. Just like playing ArcSong or any other war game: 

never make a move without thinking.    

“All green now. Thanks, Jav.”

“Don't thank me. Seal the entrance.”

Glyn looked up. A guest was already inside, but no one was scheduled to arrive for another 

hour. Where were Shardi's people?

The armored guest made a beeline for her. She tried to activate security measures, but she 

knew by the confidence in the man's walk that he'd sliced them before even entering the lobby.

Glyn had a blaster behind the desk, but there was no point; she wouldn't win against an 

opponent like this, and taking that risk without knowing whether he needed her alive was out of 

the question.

He grabbed her by the back of the collar and heaved her over the desk with one hand. No 

way to tell what kind of being this guy was, but he was strong.

“Apologies,” he said in a syncopated voice. “But I need to borrow you.”

Good move not drawing the blaster.

He kept his grip on her collar and didn't allow her to get her bearings. He dragged her to 

the lift, her boots sweeping across the floor. Inside, he placed her in front of the lift's keypad.
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“Penthouse suite, if you don't mind.”

So he did need her after all. With all of his slicing skill, he couldn't find his way around the 

built-in security of the tower's computer systems. Normally, she would have used this as leverage 

and somehow gotten through to Shardi, and this guy would have been toast in under a minute. 

But he was going where R'ala was. No way she could risk being killed now.

She punched in the code for Client 5's floor, and the lift shot upward. 

“Thanks,” he said. The calm in his voice set Glyn on edge. As if the heavy artillery racked on

his belt weren't enough. “Gonna need you to stay in the lift when we get to the top, though.”  He 

pressed her against the back wall so that they were facing each other. Getting a good look now, 

Glyn still couldn't see his face. They were on even ground as far as identity was concerned.

Nope. I'm one move ahead.

“I think I saw you on a war-game trading card,” Glyn said.

Silence.

“Tak Artur, right?  The bounty hunter.”

More silence. That was a yes.

“I have a lot of time to study,” she said.

The bounty hunter turned his head to look at the lift's computer, as if willing it to speed up.

He changed the subject. “What are you?”

“Theelin.”

A pause. “Got those weird horns.”

“Know a lot of Theelins?”

“Just from trading cards,” he said. She sensed a sly smile under that mask. It didn't please 

her. The Mid and Inner Rims habitually fetishized Theelin. They were a rare species everywhere 
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but the outskirts of the galaxy; since living on Haidoral Prime, Glyn had seen none of her own 

kind, but always saw ads featuring animated versions of her people dancing on poles, smoking 

deathsticks, even sipping on hard drinks that would have been poisonous to them in real life. 

Sometimes, Glyn was glad for her helmet.

“Why come here?” Tak Artur asked.

“Came here with a friend,” she said. “Friend left me.”  She started to think about the days 

with R'ala, until she remembered that this lift was bringing her closer to R'ala by the second. But 

it was also bringing this man with a rocket launcher closer to her. A horrible thought crept in: Is 

R'ala his target? Does someone want her dead?

“Tough break,” he said. The lift began to decelerate as their floor came up. “You're going to 

get a fresh start after today, though. No need to worry about this place anymore.”

What?

The lift halted, and the door rushed open. Tak Artur motioned for Glyn to stay put, then 

unholstered the weapon she was most afraid he'd use. R'ala was there, through a weak glass door, 

a service droid behind her, oblivious. Glyn couldn't shout. Couldn't do a thing.

~

The rocket soared past R'ala's ear, and she realized that this enemy wasn't here for her. The

rocket itself was meant to send the room into confusion, though it wasn't clear whether he 

planned on letting her escape. No way she could risk it, plus the footlocker still needed to be 

delivered, or the penalty would be on her.

Only one choice.

R'ala ran for the shattered window, past the torched furniture, ears fuzzy and ringing. She 
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cleared the jagged teeth of glass left in the window's frame, and the air took her.

~

Glyn saw R'ala dive out the window just as Shardi and her people arrived on a second lift. 

“Bounty hunter shut down our comms,” Shardi said. “Had no idea what was going on.”

Tak Artur spun to face the guards, lobbing off a couple of shots with a side blaster and 

hitting one in the gut. He crumpled, clutching at the wound. As the hunter was distracted with 

security, the human and the Bith fastened grappling hooks to the lip of the window and hurled 

themselves over the side of the building.

“I suggest surrender,” Artur said to the security group.

Shardi's remaining officers dropped their weapons. Shardi, without hesitation, unsheathed

her baton and charged. It was then that Glyn realized just how massive Artur's body was; you 

could've built a Star Destroyer out of him. 

Artur quickly winded Shardi with an elbow to the chest, and tossed her aside. He then 

turned to Glyn and motioned to her with a calm wave of the hand. 

For a moment, she envisioned diving for one of the security officer's blasters and letting 

the scum have it. Glyn had training. Her mother, once a warrior, had hardened her as a child. Glyn 

and R'ala had kept each other sharp throughout the years, sparring in the harshest climates they 

could find, even holding tiebreakers in R'ala's quarters right here on H-Prime.

No time to think about that now.

Even if she could hit Artur, that armor was meant to absorb shots of even higher caliber 

than these standard-issue New Republic weapons. The thought of fighting him like this, especially

in her unwieldy uniform, was a joke.
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She made her way out of the lift and over to his side.

“We're taking the fast way down,” he said, revealing his own grappling hook, wound 

through a high-tech device on his wrist. “I hope your grip is strong.”

Garr and F'tudal, whose names Artur had shared with Glyn on the brief journey down the 

face of Vexen Tower, were only halfway across the bridge when the duo caught up to them.

“Holding still is recommended,” Artur called to them. His way of dealing with people was 

grinding Glyn's gears. Apparently, the hunter had been at it so long that putting energy into 

threatening enemies was beneath him.

The human kept running, while the Bith turned around and drew his blaster. He popped 

off a few bolts, which zinged past Glyn and came closer to hitting her than Artur. The Bith's 

blaster was designed for close-range situations and intimidation, not for a duel with a 

professional.

Artur drew a custom-made rifle and fired off a single vicious shot that sheared through the

Bith's head, and that was that.

From his other wrist, he fired a trip-cable that caught the human around the legs and 

brought him down, face-first.

Artur calmly approached the man with Glyn in tow. “Len Rokk,” he said, “Pseudonym Garr. 

Pretty good price on your head. Care to cooperate?”

In minutes, the trio – Glyn, Tak Artur, and the now-cooperative Garr – were standing in 

front of Artur's ship in the local hangar. No one gave them so much as a sideways look.

“It is regrettable,” said Artur, “but I'll need a sentry to watch over the prisoner while I'm 
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flying. Upon delivering him to the proper folks, I'll leave you at our destination, no harm done.”

Glyn felt her fingers digging into her palm.

“This is my home.”

He hesitated, waiting for the shuttle ramp to descend. Once it hit the ground and the ship's 

repulsors quieted, he turned to Glyn and said, “I doubt it.”
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Mad About Me

Glyn gripped the cold arms of her seat as the ship rocketed out of hyperspace and came to 

a standstill in the great emptiness. Tak Artur's ship, the Precision, was a technical juggernaut 

decked out in illegal engine mods, but disguised as an oversized passenger shuttle. She had to 

take him at his word for all the vicious tasks it could perform, but one thing was for sure: no 

passenger shuttle she'd been on could leap into the superluminal dimension of hyperspace so 

smoothly. 

There were probably guns the size of industrial chimneys stuffed beneath every flap of 

steel on the Precision's body. This was the kind of crap you could never get away with in war-

gaming.

As smooth as the ride had been, Glyn still threw up. She always did.

“Rags are in the compartment behind you,” Tak Artur said from the pilot's chair, not 

bothering to turn around. “Don't keep messing up my cockpit, or I'll have to throw you in the hold 

with that.”

He gestured his head towards the back of the ship, where Garr sat in the dark, bound at the

wrists.

Before the trip had begun, Tak Artur had unmasked. He was a human with pale skin and 

reddish eyes, though Glyn was fairly sure he was wearing some sort of optical lenses that 

improved his reaction time. His face was absent of damage, which was odd for someone who'd 

been hunting bounties long enough (and publicly enough) to have his own trading card, but half 

of his hair had been burned clean off, replaced with a relief map of rippling scar tissue.
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They'd formed a civil rapport as the Precision had left Haidoral Prime's atmosphere, but he

still felt the need to comment on her spotted skin, her horns, her bright shock of hair. When she'd 

sensed that he was about to segue into the Theelin people's ability to interbreed with humans, 

she'd quickly changed the subject and started asking about the ship.

Maybe she should have asked why she was here. Back on H-Prime, Tak Artur had claimed 

he needed Glyn as a sentry, but the prisoner was in a locked room by himself, and Glyn was in the 

cockpit cleaning up the contents of her own stomach thanks to a hyperspace trip she'd never 

asked for.

But she didn't mention that. Instead, she asked where they were going. Didn't the bounty 

hunter say he'd be dropping her off at their next destination?

“We're heading to the Bright Jewels system,” he said. “We'll turn in the mark at Ord Mantell 

City, then you're free to catch a transport to wherever you please, and become something better 

than a receptionist for criminals.”

Glyn's entire life was on H-Prime, but she bit her lip before she expressed as much to Tak 

Artur. For some reason, he was invested in her being more ambitious. Maybe he just wanted to 

feel like a hero. Either way, she'd be catching a shuttle back home, even if it meant another puke-

inducing jolt through hyperspace.

She didn't have to tell him that, though. He might not let her go if he thought she was going 

to waste this opportunity.

Soon, Ord Mantell glowed like a blue marble in the distant black, its moons barely visible. 

The interior of the Precision seemed to take a deep sigh. Glyn noticed that the ship constantly 

needed its power redirected, likely due to its heavy modifications. Without a proper crew, the 

pilot had to manually allocate power himself. Tak didn't seem to mind; he flipped each switch 
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slowly, as if he saw a type of art in it.

“Bet you thought this place would look like a giant scrap pile,” Tak Artur said. “But there's a

richness, too. The Core Worlds are the real junkyards. Look at Coruscant. Where can you fit an 

ocean on that ball of metal? And look at the things that happened there. I say stash a planet-

buster in its crust and watch the fireworks show from space.”

That's Imperial thinking, she wanted to say, but she kept that to herself too. Grouping 

someone with the Galactic Empire wasn't something done lightly, even two decades after the 

Battle of Jakku buried it forever. Besides, Tak Artur would probably make some snide comment 

about how the Empire was based on Coruscant, as if she didn't know.

“It looks good from here,” she said, gazing out at Ord Mantell, which was growing as they 

neared its atmosphere. “But lots of things look good from this far away. Kind of like memory.”

She couldn't believe she'd been so close to R'ala again. Everything had come rushing back 

during the trip off-world, after things had calmed down and she was no longer worried about 

blaster fire whizzing past her head. Had R'ala been to Ord Mantell? Had she recognized its 

richness? What did R'ala consider worth keeping?

“It's easy to want things back,” Tak Artur said, “when you know it's not going to happen. 

Just like it's easy to look at a world like Ord Mantell and forget the bloodbaths from three 

thousand years ago.”

“Three thousand years is a lot of time to heal, though,” Glyn said. “No one's thinking about 

that.”

Tak Artur pulled a deathstick from a tiny case in his jacket, and fumbled around for a light. 

“You ever try to get bloodstains out of Mumuu hide? I don't care how many cycles you put it 

through; there's still gonna be a dark mark if you look closely enough.”
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Glyn thought of the Tak Artur trading card, the respect commanded by the image of a 

warrior in black armor holding a rifle the size of Glyn's body, the heightened pose, the burning 

mushroom cloud behind him. She looked at Tak's real armor, heaped onto the copilot's chair, a 

mass of mesh and metal. She looked at the man himself, the supposed worldly philosopher and 

journeyman, so eager to bring her along just to listen to how much he knew about the universe.

What a load of garbage.

If he wanted blood, he could just ask her about the history of her people. Sure, he knew a 

thousand ways to kill beings of every sapient species; that didn't make him an expert on pain. Not 

the kind of pain the Theelin knew.

“Well,” he said, “if you want a more recent example of carnage –”

“I don't.”

He turned and looked her in the eye for the first time this entire trip. Why did he trust her 

not to stab him in the back and commandeer the ship? Maybe he just assumed she didn't have it 

in her, or didn't know how to fly. The arrogance.

“No time to get into another story before we land,” she said.

He seemed to accept this as an explanation for cutting him off.

Soon, the Precision was burning through Ord Mantell's atmosphere, and a comm channel 

opened up.

“You are entering Ord Mantell City airspace. Please identify.”

Tak leaned over the comm. 

“Precision. Routine delivery.”

“Acknowledged, Precision. Signature recognized. Begin your landing cycle.”

The bounty hunter turned again and nodded at Glyn, as though he would miss these 
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conversations.

“Alright,” he finally said, producing a blaster pistol out of midair and handing it to her by 

the butt. “Keep this trained on the prisoner while I'm leading him down the ramp. If he tries 

anything, put a bolt in his leg.”

She thought of the image of the heroic loner again, the warrior who gets it all done on his 

own. Then she remembered how R'ala had never once asked her to hold a weapon.

The first thing Glyn did in Ord Mantell City was find an arcade. These were the spaces 

where she felt at home – even if she didn't talk to anyone or get into a game, she could relax in a 

corner, take in the unique scene created by the digitized sounds and flashing blue lights. 

Moreover, she hadn't eaten during the trip, and these casual spots (especially on Mid-Rim worlds)

tended to offer the kind of fare she loved to indulge in (not to mention that her species could 

actually eat). Here, it was roasted ronto pockets with redsprout. When she finished devouring the 

hot treat, she let out a heavy breath and sank into the cushion of her booth.

Ord Mantell was more of a mixed-species world than she'd expected – humans and 

Ithorians were most common in the arcade – or maybe that was only in the urban areas. The 

native Mantellian Savrips caught her attention the most, with their dragon heads, rocklike bodies,

and gravelly speech. She'd never seen them in person until now, but since Vexen Tower was host 

to such a myriad of alien guests and clients, her translator was equipped to handle just about any 

known language. 

She was ready to find a directory and see about lodgings (and from there, after her 

stomach settled, get transport back to H-Prime), when she saw the word ArcSong out the corner 

of her eye. It was scrawled in neon – some kind of lighting effect – over an opening that looked 
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like a tent flap. A brawny Savrip stood alongside the opening, his arms crossed. No weapons. 

None needed.

Glyn wandered to the tent, under the newsnet holoscreens displaying the stiff faces of 

politicians, and past the huge Savrip. Inside, an Ithorian and two humans stood on elevated 

platforms on opposite sides of a glowing electronic board. Holographic ships and planets 

flickered in and out of view when the players barked commands. Once the Ithorian's 

“homeworld” graphic had shattered to pieces after being blasted by his opponent's starfighters, 

the board's glow faded, and the players gathered. Glyn found herself wandering toward the group.

Glyn knew ArcSong as a complex game of patience, scheming, and risk, involving a flat 

surface and hand-carved wooden discs. This elaborate, oversimplified digital experience was 

completely foreign. Maybe someone on Ord Mantell had just ripped off the name.

“Does she have next?” one of the humans asked, noticing Glyn. The second human was 

female, with ashy curls and folded arms. The one who had spoken, with the same face-shape and 

soft features as the other, had a short, slick head of hair and a stony, low-pitched voice. Glyn 

wondered how human hair-sculpting worked, how long it took to get it that way, and what these 

different styles stood for.

“I was just checking it out,” Glyn said. “I don't really know what I'm doing here.”

“Yeah,” the first human said, adjusting the sleeve of their tunic. “I could tell you were new. 

I'm Kax Grandt. Who are you?”

“Glyn.”

“Join us, Glyn.”

Kax touched Glyn's shoulder and gently pulled her into the circle. The Ithorian, dressed in 

a fuel-stained blue vest and gazing over Glyn with his enormous periscope head, seemed happy to
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meet her as well, though Glyn had limited experience with Ithorians and the ways they expressed 

themselves. She thought she saw a hint of a smile from one of his mouths.

Kax's companion, beautiful as she was, looked stoic as ever, staring right through Glyn and 

regarding the entire arcade as if she were watching a laundry cycle.

“That's Rinny,” Kax said. “Don't worry about her.”

Soon, Glyn was sitting at a table in the middle of the arcade's crowded lounge, across from 

Kax, who sipped some kind of juice from a steel bottle. The Ithorian excused himself. Rinny stood 

behind Kax like a sentinel, surveying the crowd with the same unimpressed look she'd worn since

Glyn first saw her.

“I've never seen someone like you in here,” Kax said.

“A Theelin?”

“A wanderer. You don't know anyone in this place. Maybe not even on this planet. Am I 

right?” Kax took another pull from the juice bottle. Glyn tried to maintain eye contact, to not back 

down from whatever this was.

She grabbed the bottle from Kax and took a swig, hoping the juice wouldn't destroy her 

digestive bacteria. It tasted like wood smoke and sugar.

“And I've never met a human with a name like Kax,” she said.

Kax adjusted their sleeve again. They smiled. “It's Devaronian. My parents were a little 

edgy. Or a little weird. Never knew them too well.”

A personal detail. Good. Kax didn't seem like the type to let secrets spill out by mistake. 

Maybe they trusted Glyn.

“What's with that game?” Glyn asked. “It's not really ArcSong without carved tokens and a 

month of planning, is it?”
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“A lot of children hang out here. Children like to see things explode. It's just science.” Kax 

screwed the metal top onto the bottle. Rinny tapped them on the shoulder, but they didn't seem to

notice.

“I think Rinny wants something,” Glyn said.

“I told you not to worry about her.”

Glyn saw what Rinny wanted: the Ithorian from before was on his way back to the table, 

being dragged by a brawny Aqualish. Apparently, the Savrip working security was asleep in a 

corner somewhere.

The Aqualish let out a string of grunts that Glyn couldn't recognize as words. She'd 

switched off her translator to save energy.

“No one knows what you're saying, Vervu,” Kax said without turning around to look at him.

“No one ever knows what you're saying.”

The Aqualish species didn't have much in the way of facial expressions, but something 

about his posture – shoulders squaring as he spoke, his fist gripping the Ithorian's collar, his bug-

like eyes trying to dart around Rinny, who blocked him with arms folded – it wasn't the Ithorian 

he had a problem with; it was Kax.

Glyn said to Kax, “I think he thinks you cheated.”

Kax leaned back and let out a casual sigh. “I don't hear Resh complaining. And even if I had 

cheated, it wouldn't be his business. Besides, it's not as if Resh was dumb enough to bet me his 

summer home, like Vervu did that one time. By the way, Vervu, the pineapples were incredible 

last year.”

Vervu tightened his grip on Resh's collar. Rinny remained a roadblock separating Vervu 

from Kax, but this wasn't going to end well.
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“Hey,” Glyn called to Vervu. “Kax told me that children spend a lot of time here. I'm starting 

to see what they meant.”

Vervu tossed Resh aside. Clearly, he understood Basic.

“I'm not quite finished,” Glyn said as Vervu advanced. “I haven't been here long, but I 

watched that entire match, and I didn't see any sleight of hand. And I think I would know, 

considering that I play the real ArcSong, not the one with cute pictures and all the complex game 

mechanics taken out. I once hiked through the jungles of Felucia to meet a group of strangers for a

match that lasted a week. That's ArcSong. A drunk dewback could spot a cheat in this watered-

down game.”

Vervu wasn't impressed. He was close to charging through Rinny, who wasn't budging.

“Think about it,” Glyn said. “Kax isn't the one you're angry with. It's yourself. How many 

self-possessed people play high stakes arcade games?” The Aqualish halted, but still looked ready 

to break the table in half. “Now,” Glyn went on, “Look at Resh.” The Ithorian was getting to his feet 

and dusting off his knees, alert at hearing his name. “Judging by his uniform, he works at the 

spaceport and comes here to kill time. Kax, on the other hand, could buy a starship with a strip of 

fabric from the tunic they're wearing. If I were half the betting man you are, I'd say Kax is only 

holding your summer camp hostage because you keep making scenes like this.”

Kax was biting their lip, totally invested.

“Feel free to put the new girl's theory into practice,” Kax said to Vervu, still looking at Glyn 

and not turning around.

Vervu surveyed everyone at the table one last time – aside from Kax, whose back was still 

turned to him – and skulked off, maybe thinking about who else he could fight. Either way, it 

wasn't going to be Glyn. Not today, anyway.
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Kax spoke into a comlink on their wrist: “Transfer the deed to Wynne Pond back to Vervu. 

He's learned his lesson.”

Rinny, still uninterested, crossed her arms again and remained where she was.

Kax leaned forward towards Glyn, elbows on the table. “You figured all that out just by 

reading his body language,” they said.

Glyn nodded, not used to being congratulated. In Vexen Tower, there were no individuals. 

Those identical black helmets made everyone a unit, a cog with one purpose in the machine. She 

didn't know what her friends looked like without them, even Shardi.

“Listen, Glyn,” Kax said. “I have a meeting, but I don't want to be done with you. Feel like 

sitting in?”

Glyn soon found herself on a crowded tram with Kax and Rinny on either side of her. 

Everyone here (mostly humans, Ithorians, and Savrips) looked like they were on routine trips, 

never looking up to see what was going on outside the tram's viewports – though if Glyn was 

being honest, there wasn't much to look at. Tall buildings blotted out the skyline. Nothing natural 

in sight. At face value, the place wasn't much different from Haidoral Prime.

There were giant scrapyards though, no matter what Tak Artur said. Glyn had read about 

them. And now, being on Ord Mantell's surface, she could sense them, even if she couldn't see past

the horizon.

The tram's holoscreen was lit with another babbling newsnet program. A politician with a 

hawk-like jaw was attempting to kick a bunch of reporters out of his office. Probably some 

infighting about Ord Mantell's laws, which were none of Glyn's concern, especially since she was 

going off-world soon.
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A couple of Savrip children were staring at Rinny, who gazed stoically past them with her 

arms at her sides.

“She doesn't mind an audience, I guess,” Glyn said to Kax.

“Seriously,” Kax said, “don't worry about her.”

When the tram's doors opened and Kax signaled that this was their stop, Glyn found 

herself at a familiar-looking office building clotted with newsnet reporters of every species she'd 

seen on Ord Mantell so far.

“Kax, what are we –”

“Stay close.”

Soon, Glyn and Kax were making their way through the throng of people, with Rinny 

extending her arms protectively in front of them, white cape rushing behind her. The amalgam of 

voices and dialects bore down on Glyn. Who did they think she was? Who was Kax to them? What 

was all the clamor about?

Inside the domed building ahead, a squat Savrip ushered the trio through a carpeted 

hallway with warm lights in the walls.

Glyn said to Kax, “So where's this meeting?”

Kax didn't turn around to look at her. “A little farther.”

The group passed through glass double-doors, an empty dining room where an Ithorian 

was setting tables, and a reinforced auto-gate that led to a private landing pad. A modest 

passenger shuttle stood before them, engines hot, a human pilot patiently waiting for them with 

hands clasped.

Maybe this whole thing was an elaborate kidnapping.
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“Kax?”

Kax finally turned around. They caught their breath. Rinny, on the other hand, stopped 

where she was and remained facing forward with no signs of stress.

“Sorry,” Kax said. “The meeting isn't planetside. It's on an orbital space station less than a 

moon's distance above us. It's important, and I'd like you to be there.”

“Do I have a choice?”

Kax's face shifted a little. The dimples in their cheeks disappeared. “Of course you have a 

choice,” they said. “The only penalty for refusing is that you have to walk back through that crowd 

of parasites. You can trust me, alright?”

“The last person who said that was a bounty hunter who stole me from my home, flew me 

to this scrap pile, and left me in this city with no money. I could have died in an alley.”

Kax moved toward Glyn. This close, their face was gentler. “Glyn,” they said. “I'm unarmed. 

I have to look up to make eye contact with you. You could crush my neck with your bare hands.”

“Then why do you trust me?”

“Because I know you won't. Please believe that I'm not going to give you a reason to.”

Kax turned and headed up the shuttle ramp, leaving Glyn with a decision. Maybe it was the 

thought of the rough faces of the crowd, or maybe it was what she saw in Kax's expression just 

then, but Glyn followed. The pilot nodded to her as she passed.

The shuttle's interior was cramped, cold, and unwelcoming, probably only used for short 

trips. There were no personal touches to the cockpit; maybe this was a ship that got passed 

around.

“Nothing like a trip through hyperspace when you're not expecting it,” Glyn mumbled as 

she settled into a seat opposite Kax. Rinny sat ahead of them, just behind the pilot.
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“We're not doing a hyperspace jump,” Kax said. “We'll reach Orbital Station in about ten 

minutes. Let's relax until then.”

“Do I need to know anything beforehand?” Glyn rolled a hand through her hair, and felt a 

slick of grease on her fingers. “I didn't even get to bring a change of clothes. I don't even know 

who we're meeting with. Are they all like you?”

Kax cracked a smile. “You mean dapper and intelligent?”

“Human.”

“What if they are?”

She was about to come out with something along the lines of Humans don't like me, then 

she pictured R'ala, the only human who ever held her hand, and how she'd used that same hand 

to break the noses of so many members of her own species who stuck them in Glyn's business. 

The last time she'd seen R'ala, she'd just leaped out of Vexen Tower with an explosive rocket 

chasing her.

Glyn didn't need to say anything. Kax knew she was a scalefish out of water.

“Don't unpack your bags,” the pilot's voice pealed over the comm. “We'll be there soon.”

Orbital Station was a tiny complex behind one of Ord Mantell's moons. The inside was bare

durasteel with a comforting hum under the floor. No viewports or glass. The station's sole hallway

was specked at the sides with the usual facilities – including a small kitchenette – and ended with 

the office where Kax's meeting would take place. No reporters would find them here.

“These types of stations used to be standard issue in this sector,” Kax said while the group 

waited at the office door for their identities to clear. “The whole thing operates like a giant wheel. 

We don't feel it spinning, of course. It would make having a meeting difficult.”
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Glyn's temples were sweating, her horns vibrating, but she grinned tolerantly. 

Kax's wrist comm chimed, and the door slid open on its track. Two dark-skinned humans 

and a blue Twi'lek woman sat around a plain rectangular table, already mid-conversation.

“What took you?” the male human said.

“Forgive our tardiness, Olan,” Kax said. “There was much to consider. Many preparations to

make.”

Sure, Glyn thought. You were working really hard in that arcade. 

Kax motioned for Glyn to sit. 

“Introduce us to our guest,” the Twi'lek said, leaning back in her chair and crossing one leg 

over the other.

Kax remained standing and thrust their arms toward Glyn as if presenting a carnival 

contestant with the prize they'd get for blasting a holographic mynock. “This is Glyn,” they said. 

“She's gifted in the matters we've been discussing, and she's got experience with the languages 

and cultures of countless galactic species. She's here to listen and provide insight.”

Most of the others were looking at Rinny while Kax spoke. The former's hair was 

shimmering even in the hard light of the office, and her lips were smeared with shiny black stain. 

When had she applied all of this? She'd barely moved on the flight.

“Time is short,” Olan said. “This had better not be another childish experiment.”

Hmm. What was Kax's role in this group? What had they screwed up to receive this kind of 

scrutiny right out of the gate?

“I can speak for myself,” Glyn said. “Representative Grandt isn't lying. I'm going to do my 

best to help. Our intention is not to waste anyone's time, including our own, so if this introduction

is satisfactory, let us please get to the matter at hand.”
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Kax nodded to Glyn. Not bad for having no idea why she was here, or what Kax's actual 

title was.

“Glyn,” Kax continued, “my associates are Governor Olan Bek, Gunnery Chief Antim Waslo, 

and War Strategist Voz of Ryloth.”

The humans nodded, while Voz, the Twi'lek, mock-saluted Glyn in a nonchalant way. 

Maybe this meeting was one of the less important parts of her day.

“Voz,” Kax said, “If you'd be so kind as to catch up Glyn on what we've discussed, and how 

she fits in.”

Voz clicked a button on the table that lit up the blue holoscreen behind her. She didn't 

stand. “You do it,” she said. “You know as much as I do.”

Glyn heard a sigh from Antim. Olan fidgeted in his seat. Voz kept her legs crossed, 

intermittently looking from the table to Rinny and back to the table. This was not a group of 

people who were on the same wavelength.

The holo lit up with the faces of twelve beings, their names digitized on black plates 

alongside their heads. Glyn didn't recognize a single one.

“This is the Coalition of the Nudj,” Kax said. “A fancy name for an elite special tactics group 

that did black-ops work for Core World politicians before the New Republic was set in stone. 

When the Senate split into Populists and Centrists, Mon Mothma called for the declassification of 

the group. Apparently, each side was afraid that the other would use the Coalition to further their 

agenda, which was probably a fair guess, considering how many of the Centrists had their hands, 

claws, and tentacles in criminal organizations and corporate interests.”

“No difference,” coughed Olan. “What the kriff is a Nudj, anyway?”

“A creature that blends in with its surroundings,” Glyn replied, “only detectable when it 
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wants to be.” 

Finally, she felt like she was in the right room.

“The group was declassified,” Antim said, taking the reigns, “but they didn't go quietly. 

They saw it as a betrayal, and they murdered the Senate committee that oversaw the process. 

Hunting them down was one of the only things the Senate ever agreed on.”

Glyn crossed her legs. “Who did they send?”

Antim went on: “The Coalition dissolved and went into hiding after executing the 

committee. Republic resources were used to form strike teams, with the intention of smoking the 

Coalition out.”

“Bombs, battalions, the whole production?”

“Indeed.”

Glyn instinctively shook her head. What a terrible strategy. How did the Republic not know

better?

“It was a knee-jerk decision,” Antim said, answering Glyn's silent question.

“And it cost them how many people?”

“Seventy,” Kax said. “And that's not even mentioning the bills they ran up for the damage 

the strike teams caused.”

Glyn's horns pulsed. She couldn't stand to hear about this kind of waste, nor that the 

supposedly infallible New Republic, the entity whose restoration an entire war was fought over, 

couldn't handle a little cleanup. Were they really so fractured? And why didn't Glyn remember 

hearing about this? Too busy with Vexen concerns, maybe. Not to mention how often she walked 

right by those newsnet holoscreens without even looking at them.

“Tell me they at least eliminated the Coalition,” Glyn said. “Or some of them.”
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“Seven,” Voz said. “Five are still at large. The mission was declared a failure a few years ago,

but that was only in theory. The Senate cut their losses and moved on. Taxpayer money, y'know?”

“So they put this group together in secret,” Glyn thought out loud.

It made sense now. This team was cobbled together to chase down ghosts, and they 

weren't working well together because they didn't know each other. Not only that, but they'd 

been outsourced in secret. That explained Voz's attitude: she could sit in Orbital Station and burn 

up the Senate's credits without feeling the least bit guilty. This was a mission that was never 

getting done.

Glyn put together what she'd figured out so far. No strike teams this time, since the Senate 

wanted to avoid a public debacle like before. No senators directly in touch with the group, for the 

same reason. Hidden floating moon base. If they were going to hunt the Coalition, they'd need a 

team of people who knew what they were doing. That would include strategists and combat 

specialists.

But if no one knew about this, what was the crowd of reporters trying to sink their teeth 

into?

“That crowd seemed to know a lot about this nonexistent operation,” Glyn said.

“They think we're doing something else.” It was Kax who spoke this time. “Newsnet has 

been fed a cover story about an independently funded group planning the breakup of crime rings 

on Nar Shaddaa. It's just something for the people to root for. They don't have a clue about this 

station or what we're really doing.”

“So the Senate isn't involved in this operation, nor does the public know about it, nor has 

the Coalition posed a threat in years.” Glyn inhaled. Her horns pulsed again. “If it's not a foolish 

question, why do this? It seems like kicking the spitter's nest.”
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Kax undid their tunic buttons and finally sat in one of the rigid, bolted-down seats. “It's not

about quelling an immediate threat. The Coalition is a loose end that represents a chink in the 

New Republic's armor. If they can't crush a revolution by a dozen of their own super-spies, how 

are they supposed to lead the whole galaxy into prosperity until the end of time, or whatever?” 

Kax noticed the face Glyn was making, and straightened up. “Just trying to break the tension,” they

said. “This has been stressful. It's important work, and I would like your help.”

Glyn looked at the holoscreen, at the images of the Coalition. Little red Xs decorated the 

nameplates of the members who had already been eliminated. The remaining members looked 

like some of the hardest bastards she'd ever seen, but with a realism to them that the war-gaming 

cards could never imitate. If these guys wanted to, they could probably overthrow the Senate. 

There were trillions of beings in the galaxy. The first generation of people born into a peaceful, 

non-wartime world were still children. 

And R'ala had plummeted from the apex of Vexen Tower. Lost forever, maybe.

Okay.

“I haven't left yet,” Glyn said. “I guess that means I'm going to help.”

Olan placed his hands on the table, as if he'd achieved some kind of victory. “Kax will 

provide dossiers on the targets. We'll be in touch.”

The three strangers exited into the hallway one by one, heading for their ships. Antim 

saluted Glyn on the way out. She was a military woman through and through; she carried herself 

like someone who had seen as much of the galaxy as Glyn had, but had survived it.

Voz just looked relieved to be getting on with her day.

Kax pulled up the screen on a small console in front of them, which displayed the layout of 

the station's docking bay. They watched as the screen indicated that each ship had entered its 
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warmup cycle, then the little blots that represented each ship turned blue and vanished. Kax, 

Rinny, and Glyn were now the only ones on Orbital Station. If there was no maintenance crew, the 

station must have been maintained by droids.

Kax shut the console.

“One more thing,” Kax said, looking up at Glyn and pressing their hands together. “This is 

my project. Someone who works for the Senate contacted me six months ago and asked for this to 

be done. I'm in charge of gathering the brain trust. And I already have more faith in you than I do 

in the other three.”

“You mean four.”

Across the table, Rinny listened intently.

“Oh,” Kax said. “That. I almost forgot I still had it running.”

Kax tapped something on their wrist, and Rinny's skin dissolved into blue pixels, then 

disappeared entirely. Where her heart would have been, a tiny droid chassis now stoically 

hovered.

“A simple Class Five cobweb-scrubber droid with holoprojector mods,” Kax said. “It keeps 

eyes off me. You think anyone you met today would recognize me in a crowd?”

Maybe Kax was a real ArcSong player after all.
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The Spark
R'ala's body rotated in the blue haze of the debris field. Above her, a chunk of a ship's 

engine spun like a small moon in the field's antigravity. Everything outside the sealed bubble of 

energy was silent, still as the dead. If not for the power couplings emitting their familiar humming

and grinding sounds as they cycled through their backup generators, recharging one while using 

the other to output the juice that kept everything inside the bubble from plummeting into H-

Prime's oblivion, she might have thought she'd been killed by the fall.

Had a bounty hunter in black armor really fired a rocket at her? She made a mental note: If

I meet him again, make him pay for that. In credits or blood. His choice.

Being a heavily populated world with an assortment of beings in its cities – beings with a 

billion backgrounds, customs, and varying levels of sympathy or apathy when it came to 

respecting the world they were staying on – H-Prime's key areas were outfitted with debris fields,

which some called “Blue Bubbles,” bordering its high-elevation settlements like castle moats. The 

point was to catch anything that toppled off the skyway: pieces of skycars that had sideswiped 

one another in an accident, garbage tossed out of a cab, or people who forgot to buckle in and 

found themselves free-falling (or on the more grisly side of things, those who'd had enough of life 

and had sought out the highest platform). R'ala wasn't sure which she qualified as, but she was 

conscious, and her heart was beating, and that was enough.

The inside of the Blue Bubble wasn't like water, despite how one floated as if they were 

submerged. R'ala couldn't control her body here; she was at the mercy of these slow rotations 

until the night patrol came and fished her out. Didn't these things have sensors for when organic 
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matter tumbled in? Maybe the quality of city security had dipped since the old days, when R'ala 

and Glyn would dive into the Bubbles for fun.

Or maybe security's attention was elsewhere. Like Vexen Tower.

Damn. The job was a bust. 

At least she'd have plenty of time down here to think about how to apologize to Bosch for 

screwing up the hand-off, even though it hadn't been her fault. And to fantasize about hurting 

those whose fault it was.

Her stomach growled. Can't float down here forever. She touched the comlink behind her 

ear, trying to contact CC-7. Her apartment was too far out of range, though, and the Bubble's 

power couplings were disrupting the signal.

She closed her eyes, tried to forget tonight, forget the bounty hunter, forget herself.

When R'ala awoke, she was lying on what felt like a metal shelf. She sat up and pressed her 

fingers into the small of her back. She was still wearing the dress and duramesh, but her shoes 

had been flung across the floor. The room was a whitewashed apartment unit meant for one 

person. The ceiling was abnormally high. Maybe this place wasn't intended for humans.

She set her back against the wall, assuming H-Prime's local security goons would be in 

soon to question her. Hopefully they'd have caf and snack chips with them. It had been a long 

night.

When the keypad on the door lit up green, it wasn't a rent-a-cop who came through. It was 

Tevix, the Zabrak pilot with whom R'ala had executed two factory workers a few standard days 

ago. Her crest of ancient-looking spines had a slight glow to them in the hard light of the 

apartment. Slung over her shoulder was a satchel bulging with heavy objects.
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Behind Tevix, an RX-series pilot droid noisily rolled through the open doorway. R'ala had 

never liked the faces of these droids: they seemed more like a mockery of real people than an 

honest attempt at making machines lifelike.

“I bought this little hunk of junk for almost nothing,” Tevix said, as if continuing a 

conversation she and R'ala had been having all day. R'ala didn't ask why a skilled pilot like Tevix 

needed a complex droid to fly Bosch's beaten-down old shuttle; somehow, it didn't seem like the 

most important question right now.

“Greetings, Miri,” said the droid. “I am RX-Six-Twelve. Will you be flying with us today?”

“He's a little too polite,” Tevix said. “I'll have to tinker with his personality.”

Tevix must have pulled R'ala out of the Blue Bubble herself, maybe with the help of one of 

her droids. She was always picking up used models and parts whenever the group came across a 

junk vendor, grafting limbs and gears together in her spare time. It seemed to R'ala like a hobby, 

whereas R'ala's surgical repair of old blasters was equal parts cathartic and deadly pragmatic. No 

one ever saw that “extinct” Rampage Needler coming, and modern shielding technology wasn't 

designed to combat such archaic, obscure weapons. If Tevix asked about her creations, R'ala 

would keep the miniature concussion shield generator in the back of her armor a secret.

With all that had happened over the past day, at least there had been one victory: her real 

name was still hidden. Even Tevix's creepy droid had called her Miri, a name she'd chosen ten 

minutes before joining Bosch's merc group as a slicer. As a girl, she'd had a favorite singer named 

Miri, who often appeared at the cantina near her parents' home on Chandrila. Sometimes, she'd 

catch holovids of Miri and try to imitate her pitch. Miri the singer had eventually stopped 

performing in R'ala's city, and although R'ala had never been able to sing like Miri, she'd gotten 

plenty of compliments from strangers (mainly adult human males) at the few open mics she'd 
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been brave enough to sing into. 

“Thanks for the save,” R'ala said.

“It was our pleasure,” RX-612 replied before Tevix could open her mouth.

Tevix looked down at the droid. “At least if he's polite, I don't have to be. Maybe I'll leave his

brains alone after all.” She looked back at R'ala. “Anyway, I couldn't have our best slicer wasting 

away in that goop. Human skin starts to decay in there after a couple of days. Bad way to go.”

Tevix finally set the satchel aside, and a few metal parts clanged together within. She'd 

probably gotten a deal from whatever junker had sold her the RX unit.

R'ala asked what their next move was.

“Double back to Vexen Tower, gut someone with a security uniform in our size, then head 

to the penthouse and grab the footlocker before Client 5 sends another team – one more reliable 

than us – to collect it instead.”

R'ala considered it. So much time had gone by already. The proper people would have 

already checked out the penthouse. And there was something too specific about this plan.

“You already did it,” R'ala said.

Tevix cracked a smile, pulled the security uniform from the bag of spare parts, and tossed 

it onto R'ala's lap. There was a frayed hole in the chest. “It's yours if you want it,” she said. “Turns 

out we're the same size.”

On instinct, R'ala surveyed the room for whatever blade Tevix had used to slay the guard. 

Probably the same vibroblade she'd used on the Rodian factory worker back on that moon. She'd 

seen Tevix take out plenty of people that way. A few of them actually deserved it. 

R'ala always wondered about Tevix's past. Clearly she was more than some random pilot, 

but first on Bosch's list of golden rules was Never talk about what you did; only talk about what 
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you're going to do. It was a way of keeping everyone on the same level: if there was only one 

leader with a bunch of equal operatives underneath, nobody would get any ideas about 

competing for second-in-command. At the same time, no one would feel compromised, because if 

no one knew anything about you, they couldn't sell you out to a captor.

Still, R'ala had created an extra layer of security: the fake name. “Miri” had been serving 

her well for three years now.

R'ala slid her finger through the stab wound in the uniform. Dried blood was crusted 

around the frays. “So where's the footlocker?” she said without looking up at the Zabrak.

“Safe,” Tevix said. “But the quicksand is pulling at our ankles here. We need to get to the 

spaceport without drawing the attention of security. Or else, y'know.” She dropped the vibroblade

from her sleeve and caught it in her fist.

R'ala was far past the point of being squeamish. No need to make this situation any worse, 

though.

“Let's go, then.”

Tevix's ship was a nondescript Lancer pursuit craft, not too common these days, at least 

not for civilians. Then again, Tevix was only a civilian at face value.

The footlocker was tucked in the cargo hold. 

“I assume you scanned it,” R'ala said over the ship's raucous ignition cycle. A mouse droid 

skittered past R'ala's boot, focused on some pre-programmed task. The whole ship was humming,

shuddering, alive.

“Cortheum,” Tevix said, her hand gripping the overhead rail. “Client 5 sent us on an old-

fashioned treasure hunt. This is a valuable mineral.”
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R'ala loaded her gear into the hold. She felt a prickle at the back of her neck. If Tevix 

planned on keeping the footlocker for herself, Client 5 would probably have the entire team killed 

for going rogue.

How do I keep getting myself in these situations? When do I get control again? Inside her 

boots, R'ala curled her toes. Uncurled them. Curled. Uncurled. An old habit that always made her 

feel better as a child.

“I'm going to contact Client 5,” Tevix said. “We can haul this stuff back to him ourselves. 

Mission complete, right? It's not our fault his man showed his face in a sector where he was 

wanted. Now he'll have fewer liabilities on his payroll.”

R'ala looked through the nearest viewport into space, into all that was waiting. Tevix's plan

sounded like walking into a Sarlacc pit. It was too obvious for someone as crafty and calculating 

as she was. There was only one possibility: she'd already contacted Client 5, and he'd offered her 

a deal. She'd probably done it behind Bosch's back. The boss was the only one who was supposed 

to communicate with the client.

Then again, maybe in a Zabrak's mind, all bets were off if the mission didn't go exactly as 

planned. Or Tevix operated by a non-negotiable personal code. Regardless, R'ala had a choice to 

make. She thought of the warmth of her H-Prime apartment, which was probably crawling with 

authorities right now. Poor CC-7.

There was also the First Day, the little starship that R'ala and Glyn had bought together 

when they'd first set out. When R'ala had been alone and out of money for fuel and repairs, she'd 

abandoned the First Day for a free ride off of Coyerti with some inebriated Dug partiers. From 

there, she'd met Bosch, got the slicing gig, and she hadn't thought about the ship since.

Now, she couldn't stop. After the incident with the rocket launcher, her block would be a 
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crime scene for the foreseeable future. By default, the First Day was home now.

Glyn wouldn't be there, though.

“Are you in?” Tevix asked, her voice like wet gravel.

“Sure,” R'ala said, “as soon as you tell me what the actual plan is.”

Tevix cut a fangy smile. She at least respected R'ala enough to stop lying when she was 

caught. “Client 5 accepted my transmission, but the holo is garbled,” she said. “He's hiding his 

identity. Bosch doesn't know who he is either; just where he's supposed to drop off the shipment. 

We find those coordinates, we drop off the shipment, we split the credits in half. Bosch sent us to 

do his dirty work, and almost cost you your head. He's cut out. No groveling, no damn 

Dresellians.”

It actually made sense. With what the Cortheum would sell for on the black market, R'ala 

would have plenty of time to find another group to freelance with, and she'd probably have 

credits left over. She'd always gotten along with Bosch, but Tevix was right: he'd thrown her to the

beasts this time. 

“Play the holo,” R'ala said.

She followed Tevix to the cockpit, where the Zabrak flipped a couple of switches. The blue 

holo whirred to life, but where there would normally be the translucent shape of the person 

sending the transmission, there was a ball of scrambled data, like sand spilling into an hourglass.

“TRANSMISSION RECEIVED, SILVER UNIT,” a masked voice said. “YOUR FAILURE IN THIS 

MATTER HAS BEEN ACKNOWLEDGED. PROCEED TO UPDATED COORDINATES WITH SHIPMENT.”

Not much to go on, but the word updated sent up a red flag in R'ala's mind, a red as bright 

as the fireworks over her home city on Chandrila after the second Death Star became a ball of 

smoke and scrap. She'd only been five years old then.
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“It's clearly a trap,” R'ala said. “A client like this only updates the meeting place when 

they're going to have you gutted and thrown in a mass grave.”

Tevix's arms were folded. She didn't like having to rethink her plan. “A client like who?” she

said. “We don't know anything about him.”

“He's got enough resources to hire multiple species of goons to meet us in a system 

nowhere near him. And those goons were clearly disposable, which means he can afford more. 

He's got serious encryption technology, too. Voice-masking isn't just an off-the-shelf program, you

know.”

Tevix flared her nostrils, didn't say anything. She pulled up the coordinates on the ship's 

small dash screen.

R'ala examined the data. On the Standard Galactic Grid, the nav-point lay in square L-9. 

The Core Worlds.

“This is Skako Minor,” R'ala said. “People like us aren't supposed to travel there.”

“Explain.” Tevix's patience was long gone.

“It's a world full of amphibians. The barometric pressure would smoosh our heads like 

grapes. And the wild creatures I've read about – ”

“This is all conjecture,” Tevix said. “The client isn't going to meet us in the damn wilds. As 

you said, they possess advanced technology and an abundance of credits. They must have their 

own complex. Or they'll have us set the shipment on mutual ground, and never meet us at all.”

Skako Minor had been owned by the Techno Union for decades, right up to the very end of 

the Galactic Civil War. There was no mutual ground. In fact, given the power vacuum, crime 

syndicates and high-tech terror organizations had probably been blooming there for the last 

twenty years. R'ala guessed that she, Tevix, and Bosch had been working for some such group on 
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this mission. However she felt about that fact – her mother, staunchly pro-Rebel during the war, 

had instilled a powerful sense of empathy and a hunger for truth in R'ala from the beginning – it 

wasn't her job to judge her clients and their grand schemes. She completed the objective, then 

collected the credits. Simple.

Now, though, there was the hunger. And with thoughts of the First Day, there was a pull.

“Watch this,” R'ala said, and produced a datapad from her gear. She connected the device to

Tevix's holo, and after melting a few firewalls, she transformed the ball of blue sand into the 

image the holo was supposed to show: a Skakoan in a breathing mask and pressure suit.

“That's Client 5?” Tevix hissed at the holo.

“Maybe,” R'ala said. “More likely, Client 5 is multiple Skakoans. Some shadow group who 

needs to multiply their resources by having freelancers bring fast-moving valuables to them.”

The green lights on the ship's console began to glow. The ignition cycle was complete. 

Tevix turned off the holo, and the cockpit slowly lost its blue aura and became a stale, gray space 

again. Tevix planted herself in the pilot's chair. It had a yawing hole in the back, which R'ala 

decided not to ask about.

“Strap in,” she said, “or stay here. I'm plotting a jump to the Core Worlds. Chances are, I'll 

need you to slice something.”

R'ala had skills that none of Tevix's droids could hope to perform. It must have pained the 

Zabrak to imagine sharing the payment. Either way, if R'ala stayed on H-Prime, she might never 

see Tevix again, and she'd definitely not be paid for this job.

No choice, then. There never was.

“One thing,” R'ala said, lifting the busted leg of a gonk droid off the copilot's chair and 

sitting down next to Tevix. “I'll need to pick up my ship first.”
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R'ala remembered the exact coordinates of the Dug junk dealer, Argo Bott, even though she

hadn't been on Coyerti since she'd left the First Day years ago. She hadn't just left it to rot, of 

course: she'd befriended the Dug after an extended planetside stay, and he'd promised to watch 

the ship for her until she returned. He'd probably expected her back within a few months, but it 

hadn't happened, and she assumed the deal was null and void now. Maybe Bott had sold the First 

Day to someone who'd taken care of it, and she could follow the trail, maybe purchase it back. 

Either way, that trail began with Bott himself.

Tevix's ship, the Lacerator, had been on autopilot for the past few hours. The duo had 

spent most of the trip in separate compartments, partly because R'ala couldn't think of anything 

to talk about except their pasts, and she knew better.

As they approached Coyerti's atmosphere, the console lit up. Expecting the usual landing 

protocol, Tevix accepted the transmission.

“Fellow citizen of the galaxy!” an energetic voice spat into the comm. “Is your ship a piece 

of junk? Are you exhausted with the exhaust? Are your astromech droid's circuits getting baked 

every time it tries to update your software? Well, stop on by Bott's Bots, for the latest state-of-the-

art droid enhancements [Disclaimer: droid enhancement discs and ship attachments may range 

from extremely to extensively used]. If the ship's headed to the heap, how about leaving in a 

brand new one? Bott's Bots' Brand New Ships are guaranteed to have no more than twelve 

previous owners!”

Tevix's nostrils flared. “Sounds like your guy found us.”

The transmission was a recording; Bott had probably paid to have it broadcast to anyone 

who passed through here. If he could afford that, he'd made a name for himself since R'ala had 
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been in the neighborhood. But these types of auto-transmissions operated by proximity, so Bott 

couldn't have been planetside.

“Small space station ahead,” Tevix said. “Minuscule, actually. Might be a satellite.”

The station was a standard-issue vehicle platform, and as they got closer, R'ala could see 

an assortment of small ships resting on its surface. In the center was a sealed hub, probably 

where Bott kept his stock of droids and gear.

“Dock here,” R'ala said. “This guy has my ship.”

Tevix sighed and began the brief landing cycle. “Are you thinking – ” she ran a thumb 

across her throat, raised her eyebrows.

“No. I'll talk to him.”

Tevix shrugged. She brought the ship in for a smooth landing on the platform, in the 

yellow-colored zone reserved for customers. 

“A Dug is basically a giant rat, you know,” Tevix said as the ship powered down. “The only 

difference is that a rat doesn't talk your ear off, and tastes slightly better.”

R'ala shook her head, grabbed her gear, and waited at the airlock for the station's gravity 

tubing to connect to the Lacerator. Not the most convenient way to do business, but not out of the 

ordinary for anyone with a reasonable amount of patience and space-travel experience.

When R'ala had left Tevix in the ship and walked through the tube to the station hub, Bott 

was there to greet her, hopping out from behind his desk on his hands, while his hind legs 

dangled in the air. The rubbery appendages on his snout created the illusion of a large mustache.

“I didn't recognize your ship's signature,” the Dug said in Basic. “You pirating now, R'ala?”

“Don't say my name too loudly, Argo.” R'ala extended a hand, and Bott shook it with one of 

his hind feet. “So you've moved up in the world, eh?”
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The Dug folded his arms and looked over his shoulder. Several of his own yapping adverts 

were running on holoscreens behind him. “I didn't so much move up in the world as much as I 

was kicked off of the world.”

R'ala listened to Bott's entire sob story about falling from grace as a used ship salesman, 

getting tricked into selling tampered-with AI cores that caused protocol droids to threaten to 

murder their owners, and how the Coyerti legal system hadn't been convinced by his defense of 

Well, no one actually got murdered, did they? Apparently, they'd settled for letting him operate in 

the system only if he kept his business entirely in space.

While Bott droned on, gesturing wildly with all four limbs, his face tendrils swinging, R'ala 

found that she was smiling. The feeling that went with it – like lukewarm fluid draining into her 

chest – wasn't altogether unfamiliar, but it had been awhile since she'd smiled without 

performing it for someone. There was still a sense of urgency, as the hunt for the First Day was 

going to be arduous, not to mention that the Skakoan crime lords might melt her body down and 

vanish the evidence as soon as she landed on their world, but for now, this felt okay. Like sitting 

down for the first time in a while.

When they were done catching up (R'ala could almost feel Tevix impatiently tapping her 

sharp nails in the cockpit of the Lacerator), R'ala finally said, “So where's my ship gotten off to?”

Bott squinted his eyes. “Oh! You mean Bertha. I almost forgot she was yours.”

“Bertha?”

“She's become a bit of a mascot around here.” He gestured for her to follow him into the 

center of the shop. The door jolted open to reveal Bott's high-end stock: shelves stacked with 

engines and thrusters, droid heads with deadened eyes, spit-shined speeders that would have 

fooled any layman into thinking they'd just been assembled yesterday. In the center of it all, 
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rotating under a transparisteel dome, was the First Day, like an amethyst glimmering through 

grime.

Following the lukewarm fluid was something like warmer, clearer fluid: if the First Day was

here, right in front of her, she wouldn't need to waste time tracking it down. And even better, she 

wouldn't have to keep rooming with Tevix.

“I'll sure miss having her around,” Bott said. “Not that I've taken a wrench to her since last 

time you were here, but she brought more personality to this place than any of my employees do, 

that's for sure.”

“So you're not going to fight me about taking it back?” R'ala was never one to call a 

spacecraft she. Besides the implications, a ship was just an object, even if it was outfitted with a 

pseudo-intelligent computer. Her attachment to the First Day was different. No smuggler or 

grease monkey would understand.

“Nope. I told you I'd watch her, and I did. Don't worry; I had my guy create a nice 

holographic reconstruction of Bertha that I'll load into the dome after you fly away in the real 

thing.”

Within fifteen minutes, Bott had two mechanics – a human and another Dug – haul the 

First Day to the landing zone. Tevix had filled another sack with droid scraps, and was loading it 

into the Lacerator. RX-612 puttered along behind her, taking inventory of everything she 

obtained, and offering a polite greeting to every being within twenty feet of him.

It wouldn't take too much work to get the ship running again, but R'ala didn't want to fly it 

straight out of Bott's dealership. The Lacerator could tow it for a bit while R'ala and Tevix decided

where they wanted to split up. Visiting Skako Minor would have to be handled gently, and what 
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Tevix supplied in brute force, R'ala could even out with careful planning. Even if she had to spend 

slightly more time in Tevix's droid menagerie, it would be better than landing on a hostile world 

with no strategy, not to mention accepting an invitation to what every bone in R'ala's body told 

her was an execution. She knew about these kinds of things, the way crime lords treated 

expendable contractors when they needed a trail cleaned up. Someone with Tevix's attitude must 

have seen her share of syndicate-drawn blood, and probably escaped from it plenty of times. The 

amount of blades she carried was reliable proof of that.

Bott and R'ala walked the First Day's interior together. It was like a preserved fossil: 

nothing altered since it had been put under that dome. The smell was different, though. It was a 

chemical smell, as though everything about R'ala's old life had been disinfected somehow, purged 

of its essence. 

She couldn't even remember what Glyn smelled like anymore. And they'd lived here 

together.

Between all these foreign worlds, empty moons, and crowded shuttles, new scents had 

taken over. Lately, the smell of blaster-cooked flesh and leather had been the one that lingered 

longest. Now, in this invisible cloud of chemicals, she could barely remember that any other 

smells existed. Like the First Day, her nasal passages were being purged.

Glyn, what do you remember about me?

“Sorry, kid,” Bott said, maybe seeing her nose wrinkle. “I had some juice shot through these

corridors. Smelled like a bantha saddle in here.”

“There's probably a market for that,” R'ala said. “But you did the right thing. Can't have 

sentient mold spores overtaking my baby's interior. We done here, Argo?”

“Yes, ma'am. Just have to finish linking your ship to the Lacerator's tow line.”
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When it was finished, R'ala and Bott shook extremities again while Tevix completed the 

takeoff preparations. “Have a pleasant day,” RX-612 said to Bott before R'ala left the Dug to his 

work. R'ala settled in, the ramp folded shut, and they were moving again, this time with the First 

Day snug beneath them. Having refueled at Bott's, they'd be set until the next nav-point, 

whereupon Tevix would launch them into hyperspace, toward the Core Worlds.

“Helps to have someone you can trust,” Tevix said. “Especially when it's someone who 

swindles everyone else. There's value in a relationship like that. You were costing him money for 

years.”

“And helping him attract customers with my excellent taste in starships.”

“A dealer like that would never tolerate such an arrangement from anyone else. He trusts 

you. Did you do a job for him? Save his life? His child's life?” 

R'ala watched the stars hover in their distant orbits. They always looked close enough to 

touch when you were just floating like this.

“No,” she said. “Just a friend I made. I didn't know how valuable he would be at the time.”

“So it's luck.”

“I guess.”

Tevix snorted. “Still, it played out in your favor. You made a wise move somewhere in the 

last few years, at least.”

R'ala crossed her legs. “I'll take that as a compliment.”

“It's a simple observation.”

Silence took over. Soon, Bott's Bots had disappeared from the radar, and the two were left 

in the dark of space.
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“How long 'til we reach the nav-point?” R'ala asked.

“A couple of hours. You may want to get some rest, being a human and all. Your kind wear 

out easily.”

R'ala ignored the slight. Spending so much time with Glyn had taught her all the ways 

humans were viewed by aliens: humans had been the dominant beings in the galaxy for a 

disproportionate amount of time, had colonized worlds that didn't belong to them from the 

moment they'd discovered spaceflight, and could be found in virtually every industrialized star 

system. The Empire had been completely made up of humans, aside from the occasional near-

human who made themselves useful to the Emperor. R'ala wasn't about to begrudge an alien for 

letting off some steam. As Glyn said, that would be missing the point entirely. 

“I was thinking we should get our plan straight,” R'ala said.

Tevix took her hands off the controls and turned to face R'ala. “We reach the nav-point and 

separate the ships. We plot identical hyperspace jumps a few minutes apart. That way, when the 

Skakoans read our signatures, they won't suspect we're together. I head to the updated 

coordinates with the delivery, you follow closely. When it's clear that the meeting isn't a trap, you 

make yourself known, and we get paid.”

“And if it is a trap?”

“You unload every cannon your ship has into the enemy. Then we take whatever they have 

lying around, and accept that as our payment.”

R'ala liked the plan – it suited the methods of Bosch's team fairly well – but this enemy 

wouldn't be two-bit slavers or frightened mechanics. The logistics were going to take precision.

They also weren't Bosch's team anymore. They were R'ala and Tevix.

No point to argue now, though. She'd have a couple of hours to think.
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Tevix left the console on autopilot and stalked off to another compartment. The mouse 

droid skittered in, babbled along the floor, then skittered back out. Mouse droids were only 

programmed for one task at a time. R'ala told herself this one was programmed to check on her.

“I'm fine, little buddy,” she said to the box-like droid as it left the cockpit. “Thanks for 

checking in.”

“We hope you find the accommodations satisfactory,” RX-612 replied from outside the 

doorway.

While R'ala waited, she removed a small datapad from the console and scrolled around. It 

was an inventory of the droids and parts Tevix had collected:

CLASS ONE (5)
CLASS TWO (16)
CLASS THREE (44)
CLASS FOUR (30)
CLASS FIVE (23)
TO BE SORTED (120)
X (8)

R'ala pressed her index finger against the folder labeled “X,” but the pad flashed red before 

returning to its home screen. Of course Tevix would lock her records. R'ala figured tampering 

more would set off an alarm or somehow inform Tevix of the intrusion – maybe even sic the 

droids on her – so she placed the pad back on the console, in the same rectangle of dust she'd 

scooped it from.

A moment later, Tevix returned with a glass bottle full of blood-colored fluid.

“Iridonian Red,” she said to R'ala's raised brow. She lowered herself into the pilot's chair 

and ripped out the cork with her pointed nails, then extended the bottle to R'ala.

“Are you sure humans can drink that?” R'ala said. “It's not made of a liquefied Jawa or 

something?”
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Tevix snorted again, more amicably this time. “I may be a carnivore, but I'm not that 

adventurous. My taste in drinks is unrivaled in the Mid Rim, though.”

A smile from R'ala. “Do any of those systems have civilized beings in them?”

A nod and a smirk from Tevix. Barb-flinging must be what Zabrak respond to, R'ala 

thought, not cordiality and constant questions.

When R'ala had drunk enough of the sweet stuff that she felt a fog coming on, she set the 

bottle down and left it to Tevix, who had an impressed look on her reddish face. Her skin and the 

drink were almost the same shade.

Tevix undid her long rope of hair, and her mane unraveled. R'ala had never seen her relax 

before. 

“I've been doing merc work for a decade,” she said. “Maybe I'll figure out a retirement plan 

when we're done here. Not that our rate will cover more than a few rounds at the cantina.”

“People get killed when they talk like that,” R'ala said. “I've seen it happen.” She regaled 

Tevix with the tale of Evar Glick, a bearded human who had reminded her of a slightly younger 

Bosch. Glick had partnered up with R'ala in an effort to make one last score before asking his 

sweetheart to settle down on H-Prime with him (he even said as much in the ad he posted, 

looking for an experienced slicer willing to take a sixty-forty split). They'd chatted on Glick's 

ganky old Corellian freighter, much like she and Tevix were doing now on the Lacerator, and R'ala 

had soon found herself slicing into bank terminals, transferring funds from faceless company 

bosses into Glick's account. The bosses couldn't trace anything back to R'ala, of course – she'd 

never be that clumsy – but they had a past with Glick, and deduced that he was the culprit. Last 

R'ala had heard, they'd sent a Quarren bounty hunter to raze Glick's home with a flamethrower. 

No word on what happened to his sweetheart.
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Glyn had once shown her a war-gaming card with a Quarren bounty hunter on it. R'ala had 

never been good with names; it may not have been the same guy. Not that it would have mattered:

R'ala had done her job, and the hunter had done his.

Tevix paid attention to the story, making eye contact with R'ala for longer than she had 

since they'd first met. She looked like a wild animal with her hair spilling over itself in the wind 

from the console fan. 

“Haidoral Prime,” Tevix said, measuring the syllables with her voice. “I looked at a map of 

its POIs when I was searching for you. Plenty of hard creds and soft bodies there.”

R'ala laughed. “I'm surprised no one's gone after it. The Empire left such a power vacuum; 

I've met a million cutthroats who would try to fill it in one second if they were humble enough to 

let someone else organize and lead. Glitter's got no hardcore defenses to speak of.”

Tevix squinted. “Glitter?”

“Haidoral Administrative Center One. We call it Glitter. It's where the governor sits and 

counts the planet's money, and decides how much to funnel to the real people.”

Tevix leaned back. “Every world has some version of that,” she said. “But I understand your

position.”

“I don't mean to make it sound like I don't value the place. I prefer the Outer Rim, but H-

Prime has its charm, when you can ignore the ugly parts. It's even got untouched forests outside 

the urban zones. Every time I get in a ship and breathe these recycled fumes that pass for air, I 

wonder why I left in the first place.”

Something flared behind Tevix's eyes, something she wanted to say, but she changed the 

subject. “I will add,” Tevix said, “that this trip has not been altogether unpleasant. I have no 

attachments out here. Quality conversation comes rarely.”
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Maybe it was the Iridonian Red pumping through her blood, but R'ala let Glyn come into 

her mind, and suddenly couldn't keep her there anymore. She needed to tell someone. “I had this 

partner,” she said. “A Theelin. Half a foot taller than me, fountain of red hair, purple spots all over 

her skin, like little fossils. So passionate about the things she loved. I didn't even know what she 

was when we first met. But we saw everything in this galaxy worth seeing together.”

“Partner,” Tevix repeated. “My people do not use this expression lightly. I assume this was 

someone you put your faith in? Or a business partner, perhaps? A lover?”

R'ala thought about it, but not for long. No need. “Yeah,” she said. “All of that.”

“And you let her die, like the human?”

“Not exactly,” R'ala said. “But I could have tried harder.”

An orange blip appeared on the edge of the radar. Tevix turned to the console and scanned 

for signatures.

“Unregistered craft.”

“Boots on,” R'ala said, springing to her feet.

Tevix swiveled in the pilot's chair, but didn't stand. “Could be one of your giant rat friend's 

customers, testing out their new transport. Maybe a derelict shipping container.”

“Not in this sector.” R'ala was already changing out of the clothes she'd been wearing for 

the trade-off on H-Prime, shifting out of the thin layer of duramesh and into the one set of armor 

she'd built herself: flexible, sea-blue durasteel, based on Clone-Wars-era Republic designs. “If they

appear out of deep space in stolen craft, they're pirates.” She pulled her arms into the armor's 

rubbery sleeves, then checked the holsters for the twin blaster pistols she'd fixed into the belt for 

these exact emergencies. Onboard a ship, the N-101 and the slugthrower would be no good. 

Couldn't have holes getting punched through the hull. Besides, everything but the armor and 
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pistols was stowed below in the First Day.

As the blip on the radar headed for the Lacerator, Tevix lazily stood, slipped into a black 

vest, and stowed five different blades in the pockets. She might not even need them, given her 

knife-like fingernails, which looked like they'd been purposely weaponized by biting them into 

perfectly curved edges. She wondered if Zabrak slept wearing scratch mittens, like human babies 

did.

Probably not the thing to wonder about when pirates would soon be at the door.

In no time, there was a hail from the ship. Out the starboard viewport, R'ala could see a 

light freighter with the markings of the old Black Sun crime syndicate. Nice try, she thought. 

Those jerks got toasted before I was even born. But it also meant these pirates were cobbling their 

operation together with cheap glue. They'd salvaged their rig from a junk pile. Good to know 

before they got here.

“Greetings!” the other ship's pilot cawed over the comm. “This production is brought to 

you by Dressed to Kill Enterprises. Please be kind enough to initiate your boarding protocols 

within the next thirty seconds so that we may have a lovely face-to-face chat, or else you may 

enjoy an impromptu demonstration of our state-of-the-art cannon technology. We apologize if 

we've caught you in the middle of anything. Zip up those jumpsuits and shut off those dirty 

movies, 'cause here we come!”

“I already want to kill this person,” Tevix sneered, reaching for the lever that would 

prepare the ship to attach to the pirates'.

“Don't,” R'ala said. “They're bluffing. This guy sounds like the Bott's Bots advertisement.”

“I wanted to kill that too.”

R'ala couldn't stop her. The covered plank was extended, and clunky footfalls hammered 
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overhead. Normally, R'ala wouldn't sweat fighting a few armed amateurs, but the drink was 

burning pinholes in her stomach, and her ears felt fuzzy, as though a spell of vertigo might rush in

if she turned her head too fast.

Tevix curled one of her maroon-colored lips under the other. R'ala wasn't sure if her brain 

was as fuzzy as hers, but she could see a plan crystallizing.

“Go below,” Tevix said. “There's a helmet near the emergency hatch. Get outside and hide in

your ship. I'll tell them I'm hauling an old junker by myself.”

“Hey! That's my ship you're talking about.”

“Do it, Miri.”

R'ala took her hands away from her blasters, then climbed down the ladder that led to the 

narrow access tunnel. The emergency hatch was a rectangular portal that reminded her of the 

entrance to an attic, barely large enough for an adult of any species to fit through. Alongside the 

hatch was a supply box with a breather helmet inside, just like Tevix said. She'd need to spend 

about half a minute in space to get inside the First Day, and would need to turn herself upside-

down to even get through the hatch.

Above, she heard the pirates come through the airlock to greet Tevix. 

“Your compliance is appreciated,” said the same obnoxious voice from the original hail. 

“Zabrak, eh? You can call me Welker. Let's get off on the right foot. Show me a list of your ship's 

inventory, won't you? We'll decide what to take off your hands.”

R'ala sucked in a deep breath as quietly as she could, then placed her hands on the hatch's 

surface and heaved her legs over her head. Her boots caught the space between two rungs of the 

access-tunnel ladder.

I wish someone had told me I'd be doing handstands in outer space today.
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She heard Tevix say something back to the pirate leader (Welker, was it? She committed 

the name to memory).

“You're sure there's no one else here?” Welker said. “We don't usually see a rig like this 

piloted by one person so far outside a system. I had ten credits riding on an intergalactic love 

connection going on. With you being a horn-head and all...”

“What about it, human?” Tevix snarled back.

“Sometimes we get alien-lovers around here. It's much easier to be depraved when you're 

floating. The stars ain't gonna judge.”

R'ala's cheeks went hot. She removed one hand from the hatch and yanked the lever that 

shot it open. Immediately, she was in space, closing the short distance between herself and the 

First Day, her blood pounding. Let one of these cretins pop his head out, she thought, craving the 

grip of her blaster. 

But no one did. For half a minute, there was the quiet of the great darkness. Then she was 

in the cockpit of her old home, her gear all tucked into familiar nooks. 

What was Tevix going to do? Cut these guys to pieces and let her know when the coast was 

clear? R'ala looked down at the console, at the buttons and switches that still had her fingerprints

on them. The piercing odor of Argo Bott's “juice” was already fading. All at once, the years faded 

too.

An unfamiliar snap jolted her back into the moment. R'ala stood to get a better look, and 

saw that the Lacerator's towline was cracking in half, a spark of energy rushing through its center

and exploding between the starboard sides of both ships. This couldn't have been the pirates' 

doing. This was Tevix.

Within a minute, the towline was broken, and the First Day separated from the Lacerator. 
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Within another, the Lacerator's engines flared white-hot. A bright envelope of light peeled open 

and swallowed the entire ship, leaving R'ala alone beneath the pirates' vessel.

Tevix had jumped into hyperspace early. R'ala had the original nav-point where they'd 

planned to make the jump, but the destination coordinates were with Tevix, light years away now.

No time to worry about that anymore. She fired up her own engines and cut away from the

scene. The pirates would need time to get their bearings again, and R'ala would be giving them 

nothing but her tail thrusters.
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Sleeping Dragons

Glyn had spent two weeks in Orbital Station, and she'd spent most of that time memorizing

the dossiers on the Coalition of the Nudj, hoping to deduce their hiding places. The rest of the 

time, she put together requisitions for improvements to the station, and by extension, to the 

project: everything from staff, facilities, technology updates, and assorted creature comforts to 

improve morale. After living with a human for two years, she didn't need to research the things 

that put their people at ease, so Antim and Olan were simple enough to satisfy. Despite their 

genetic diversity, humans all tended to circle back to the same “themes,” as it were. Voz, the 

Twi'lek, on the other hand, was a more complex puzzle, when she seemed concerned with the 

project at all. Kax remained at the station with Glyn, leaving only to make public statements about

the cover story.

The most important task, however, hadn't yet been dented. Soon, they would need to put 

together a team of reliable killers to defeat the Coalition. This would primarily be Olan and 

Antim's responsibility, since Olan's political work gave him access to agents across various star 

systems, and Antim's military experience provided the clearance and expertise to hand-pick 

capable warriors (not to mention that her accomplishments had earned her the trust of anyone in

the Mid Rim who knew how to hold a blaster).

Sitting at her terminal, Glyn watched her messages pile up in real time. A few furniture 

deliveries, a technician to aid with networking Orbital Station's comms to nearby relay satellites 

(at the moment, the station was only able to hail ships within a small radius), and one from Fyffe, 

an old friend from her earliest ArcSong days. They'd been chatting every day or so, and while Glyn
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couldn't share what she was up to, she found communicating with an old friend to be incredibly 

cathartic. Too bad the station's current comm situation caused their messages to travel over the 

course of hours, where they should have arrived in about thirty seconds. But that's why the 

technician was coming.

Fyffe's insignia was a red star with Togruta head-tails around it. She lived on the planet 

Shili with her own species, and rarely (if ever) went off-world. Whenever that little picture 

popped onto Glyn's terminal, she remembered how they'd wandered into the dangers and thrills 

of the game together without even meeting in person. Maybe in person someday. But with the 

magnitude of this job, she wasn't going to be doing much playing around for a while.

Or ever, if they kicked the Nudj nest and then didn't have an effective enough force for 

bringing down the Coalition. War-gaming worked in similar ways. Maybe she could get Antim to 

listen to some suggestions. 

SENDER: Fyffe

MESSAGE: I know this game is the root of our friendship, but I'm curious about the real you, 

not just the ArcSong general. What's going on where you are? The views from my hut on Shili

don't change much.  -F

Hmm.

Glyn understood the pull to create bonds, especially between non-humans, but her 

superiors had made things very clear: this was a classified operation. Maybe she would let Fyffe's 

message sit for a while, and just say she was busy. It wouldn't be a lie.

Kax returned from one of their trips, looking more fatigued than usual. They slid into one 
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of the bolted-down chairs in the main office across from Glyn, and set their forehead on the table 

without a word.

“Kax?”

“Antim will be here in ten minutes, followed by your technician. I've been dealing with 

newsnet all day. Please.”

They didn't need to finish the sentence. Glyn could smell Kax's body odor from across the 

table: they'd been so overworked, they hadn't even had time for a change of clothes. 

Kax added, “I hope you didn't think this was going to be a glorious undertaking.”

Glyn hadn't known what to expect when she'd signed on, but she didn't need the finest of 

quarters or anyone waiting on her. She hadn't told Kax about her past yet, about living on the 

First Day, which made this place look palatial. Despite her height, she could get comfortable 

almost anywhere.

There was a hot pain in her chest. Thoughts of the First Day brought her mind back to 

R'ala, and that dive from the top of Vexen Tower. R'ala, if you can read my thoughts, please just tell 

me you're alive. I'll never bother you again.

 Kax's breath became measured. Had they really fallen asleep in these few seconds?

Glyn looked over the message from Fyffe again, then closed it and followed up on a few of 

her requisitions. The comforting hum of Orbital Station provided the kind of white noise that 

made her feel at home. Her ship, which was probably junked by now, gave off a similar sound 

when the thrusters were thrumming and nothing was below her but an expanse of stars.

Gunnery Chief Antim Waslo's signature appeared on the monitors, and Glyn listened to the 

station's newly-appointed bridge officer answer the Chief's hail and direct her into the dock. On 

cue, Kax snapped back to life, rubbed their eyes, and activated Rinny, cycling through clothing 
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options until arriving on a ravishing maroon dress. 

“To your liking?” they asked Glyn.

“I go more for the rugged types,” she said.

Kax shrugged. The illusion wasn't for Glyn, anyway. Antim seemed trustworthy, but maybe 

there was something Kax was still trying to gauge.

“By the way,” Glyn said as she rose and matched Kax's stride, heading off to welcome Antim

together, “is that technology unique? I've never seen such a realistic holoprojection.” Up close, 

Glyn could see the scan lines in the Rinny hologram, but a Theelin's eyes were much sharper than 

a human's, and from afar, the hologram still looked like a real person.

“I sense the word 'inventor' just behind your lips,” they said. “Go ahead.”

Glyn felt herself smirk. “You're an inventor,” she said.

“And my mom said I'd never amount to anything.”

They arrived at the main door, which rose with a shiff when Kax pressed the control 

switch. Behind it was Antim with a few armored bodyguards, all sporting a red shield with the 

word Apex on their chests. She was wearing a pale blue flight suit, and holding a breather helmet 

under one arm. Her posture was perfect.

“Representative Grandt,” she said, nodding to Kax, then looking up at Glyn, 

“Representative...eh, do Theelin have surnames? Honorifics?”

“Just Glyn is fine, Gunnery Chief.”

“Very well. Representative Glyn. I hope you're enjoying being surrounded by dossiers. I've 

got enough for you to build a thatch roof with. Only you won't have to hunt these people down; 

these, I believe, will be all too happy to help us.”

She finally acknowledged Rinny, who stood a short distance behind Glyn and Kax. 
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“If you don't mind,” Antim said to Kax, “I'll need a moment in the hub office with 

Representative Glyn.”

Antim nodded toward the room Glyn had just come from, and for the first time in Glyn's 

life, she was walking alongside a dignitary with Apex troops – whatever they were – marching 

behind her, and being treated as some sort of dignitary herself. She tried not to look directly at 

Antim, but when she did, the Gunnery Chief still cut the very figure of professionalism, even in 

front of a nobody like Glyn.

“I respect what you've done here,” Antim said. “No one in that office was enthusiastic about

our chances until you arrived, except Representative Grandt, but they're a politician. Enthusiasm 

is a tool of their trade.”

“You can thank Kax for my being here at all,” Glyn said. “I was penniless in an arcade when 

we met, trying to figure out how to get back home.”

“Still planning on leaving?”

Glyn shook her head. “Not thinking about much past the current moment.”

“Sounds like a soldier if I've ever met one,” Antim said. She ordered her troops to wait 

outside the office.

When the soundproof door was in place and they were alone, Glyn returned to her 

terminal, and Antim sat at hers. She set a small data drive in the center of the table.

“I'm entrusting you with this information,” she said. “We have reached agreements with 

the agents identified on this drive. Their personal profiles are not to be shared with anyone but 

Representative Grandt.”

“What about Voz?” Glyn asked, touching a long finger to the data drive, then scooping it 

into her palm.
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“Let me put it this way,” Antim said. “Voz was hired as a technician. You needed to hire 

another technician to improve the efficiency of this station. And if I am not mistaken, said 

technician is scheduled to appear shortly, so allow me to finish. Representative Grandt, as the 

public face and leader of this project, has many responsibilities, and I cannot risk them becoming 

compromised due to stress. Therefore, considering your accomplishments here, you are 

henceforth in charge of the station's finances. Commit our agents' promised rates to memory, and 

continue your work here without going over budget. This project's benefactor cannot afford a 

credit more than they've already slipped under the table.”

Glyn understood.

“You will also need to securely transport the agents here,” Antim continued. “The drive 

includes the budget for requisitioning ships. Please see to this on the indicated date.”

Her business concluded, Antim rose to her feet. Glyn instinctively rose too, albeit clumsily, 

shoving one of the chairs into a spin with the weight of her arm.

“Thank you for the opportunity,” she said.

Antim nodded. “I'll see myself out.”

When Glyn was alone again, she stared at the data drive, set it near the matching port on 

her terminal, then got up and fixed herself a mug of Theelin-friendly caf. Once she looked at the 

contents of the drive, there would be no turning back until the project was complete.

Or until the Coalition defeated their agents and destroyed Orbital Station with Glyn inside.

No pressure.

She sipped from the mug and curled back into her chair. The caf had a bitter, coppery taste,

which probably would have caused a human to spit it out, but to Glyn, it was a flawless brew that 
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conjured her first memories. Her father had been part of HHS Mineral Works' first teams to try to 

establish a settlement on the planet Tarassi, a barren, rocky world with an atmosphere that 

happened to be ideal for several species, including Theelin. Absent their own homeworld, her 

people needed to do what they could, and her father, a geographer, took the opportunity when it 

was offered. Glyn remembered huddling under their tent while her father crushed the caf beans 

with a hand-held grinder, letting his daughter take the first sip when the brew was complete. 

They watched the twin suns of the Adega system rise and burn, the horizon looking more like an 

abyss than a skyline. Before she'd even learned to read, she was memorizing the names of stars: 

Adega Prime, Adega Besh. She'd repeat all the ones she knew every night before sleeping.

Ultimately, the effort to settle Tarassi had been a failure. Nothing was left of that expedition

but a six-inch durasteel marker where the camp had been, which on its surface read, This is where

we tried.

Glyn switched her terminal's navigation mode from analog to touch-screen, scrolling 

through Antim's agent profiles. She'd hired a Mandalorian, an Ithorian, a Noghri, a Devaronian 

sniper, and a few humans, but it wasn't Glyn's job to learn their life stories and their specialties; it 

was to figure out how to get them all here without blowing the lid off the project.

One of the humans, a master slicer who had knocked over ten Banking Clan establishments

in his career and who had created his own line of offensive engineering tech, had a tiny red mark 

on his profile, exactly like the ones on the Coalition members who were already dead.

“Warble, I've got a glitch here,” Glyn said. “See what you can do with it.”

Warble was Glyn's brand new astromech droid, an R2 unit that she'd purchased to replace 

Orbital Station's outdated R4. An R2 could do so much more, from its heat, motion, and life-form 
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sensors to its hundreds of configurations to its ability to access any computer. It also wasn't a bad 

companion to have around. Sure, the R2 line was technically older than the R4 line, but many of 

the latter's features had been dummied out to decrease the price. A discount mechanic wasn't 

going to cut it here.

Warble rolled out of its storage bay and extended its scomp arm into the matching port on 

Glyn's terminal. When it had finished examining the slicer's profile, it spat some binary code into 

the screen's message box. In Basic, it translated to Terminal is running optimally.

Glyn placed a hand on her chin. This was confusing.

“Are these profiles updated in real time?”

The droid sputtered some more code onto the screen. They are updated only with 

information available to the public and to sector-wide law enforcement agencies.

So it was official, then. The master slicer was dead.

This human had a propensity toward entering Trandoshan cantinas and deliberately picking 

fights, Warble added, as noted in paragraph four of the profile.

Oh, great. An astro droid who could play mechanic and detective. Maybe being given a 

proper name had gone to its head. Er, dome.

“Thanks, Warble. That's all for now.”

The droid retracted its arm and wandered off. Regardless of what happened to the agent, 

he'd need to be replaced. After all the praise she'd just gotten from Antim, Glyn hoped the 

Gunnery Chief wouldn't consider this a screw-up on her part. All she'd done was look at some 

data like she was asked to. Antim would need to regroup her committee for cherry-picking talent, 

though. An incomplete team was as good as dead: no telling when this operation would actually 

get underway now.
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The bridge officer chimed in over the comm. “Technician is requesting docking 

permissions. Signatures are a match.”

“Granted.”

Glyn remained curled against the steely cold of the seat. She wouldn't need to greet the 

technician or oversee his work. She had enough to do, anyway.

 

~

Tevix leaned back and closed her eyes as the Lacerator settled into the black silence 

outside of Skako Minor's atmosphere. She'd avoided losing the cargo to the pirates (and, 

regrettably, hadn't needed to kill any of them), but her ship had been damaged in the scuffle. 

She'd forcibly removed both the pirate ship and Miri's junker from the Lacerator by lurching the 

ship into light speed. She'd need to seek repairs when this negotiation was over, not to mention 

that she probably owed Miri lunch. What did humans eat, anyway? Leafy things? Seeds? Protein 

pastes? Anything delicate enough for their flimsy bodies, probably.

Heaviest on her mind was the conversation with Miri about Haidoral Prime and its soft 

center. Maybe after a few more jobs with Bosch, she could head there herself – not to live, of 

course. She'd head to the Outer Rim, find a merc band with enough grit, and see how many of 

them had a grudge to settle. Miri had mentioned the lack of organization among the pirates and 

mercs. While Tevix preferred to keep her head down, she could lead a group of uneducated 

ruffians with her eyes closed. Charisma came easily to her. Any merc worth his salt knew when a 

leader was faking it. Tevix wasn't.

The coordinates provided by Client 5 led to the planet's surface: a platform surrounded by 

a kinetic shield, in the middle of a swamp lit only by the planet's distant moon and a few 
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emergency lights. The platform probably didn't see much use. Tevix had seen the shield 

technology before, though. It was mainly used to adjust a planet's atmosphere to the comfort of 

certain beings. 

She brought the ship down, landing it on the platform within the blue dome of the kinetic 

shield. A steel railway, blown over with sand, extended into the swamp, well past where she could

see. The railway wasn't protected by the shield, so she'd have to wait here until contacted. She 

opened the hatch and walked out onto the platform, stretching her arms and legs once she was 

sure the atmospheric pressure inside the shield had been adjusted for her. Like the voice-masking

tech, this shield wouldn't have come cheap, especially if it was left active all the time.

Minutes went by, the swamp completely unchanging. Tevix wondered about the humidity 

outside the shield, how quickly her body would be crushed by this planet. Or how quickly the 

Skakoans would explode if she dragged them to another.

Minutes became a half hour. Then an hour. The interior of the shield was silent, and the life

in the swamp was motionless. Maybe this was a test of patience. There was also the possibility 

that they wanted to starve her, which wouldn't be a bad plan, especially if they'd managed to 

remotely disable her ship. Ground the opposition, trap them, drive them crazy until they're weak, 

sink them in the swamp, reap the spoils. It was brilliant. How many well-preserved mummies 

were resting beneath these wetlands?

Tevix wandered back up the Lacerator's ramp and plucked her inventory datapad off the 

dusty console. She opened the folder marked “X” and added her newest acquisition, RX-612, 

which she hadn't had time to do before the pirate attack, not to mention that she couldn't test him

out with Miri around.

“How may I help?” the droid asked, seeming to sense that she wanted him for something. 
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He rolled over the cockpit's threshold and gazed blankly up at her.

“Your restraining bolt is old,” she said. “Haidoral Prime's trash dealers don't follow the 

current standards, so you're due for an update. Luckily, you met me.”

She squatted in front of the droid, her leather boots groaning. She popped his restraining 

bolt off, then screwed on a shinier one with a red tint, one she'd built herself with a pair of 

tweezers and a set of hands-free macrobinoculars. When the bolt was in place, the control chip 

behind her molar buzzed once, indicating a successful calibration. 

“Now, my little friend, I'll need you to – ”

Wait. Outside, there was the whoosh and roar of a ship's engine. No, not a ship. A ground 

transport.

She descended the ramp again. Outside the energy shield was a weather-beaten Haor Chall

transport shuttle, which looked like a large bug with pincers in place of landing gear. From the 

transport's hatch stepped a lanky being who seemed to continue to grow as he stood. His head 

was long and triangular, his neck like a length of dark rope. His arms and legs stuck out of him like

solid limbs on an ancient trunk, strong and unmovable in the face of the strongest wind.

A Poletec, probably. They were the only native species on Skako besides the Skakoans. And 

being that the world was named after the other species, the Poletecs had plenty to prove. Tevix 

knew the feeling.

“Approach,” he said. 

She walked to the edge of the shield, making sure none of her extremities passed through 

its translucent surface. This close, the Poletec towered over her. He must have been eight feet tall.

“Client Five?” 

A grin appeared on the Poletec's face, or at least what Tevix assumed was a grin. She'd 
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never met one of these things in person.

“I represent Client Five,” he said. “You may call me Fiddach. Not that we will be having a 

long enough conversation for my name to be relevant to you.”

Tevix felt her fists clench. Her daggerlike nails poked into the heels of her hands.

“You misunderstand,” Fiddach said. “I will be escorting you to a meeting with my employer.

The previous set of coordinates was a drop point provided to most of our freelancers, but my 

employer would like a face-to-face interaction regarding this mission. Your ship will remain here.”

This wasn't a question. The Poletec's formal way of speaking was an act, a method of 

making someone feel comfortable when they shouldn't. This guy was an enforcer, not a butler. 

Tevix ground her teeth and nodded. Turning her back on Fiddach was the last thing she wanted to

do right now, but it was time to drag that footlocker out of the hold and bring it to its final resting 

place. Hopefully, she wouldn't be resting here too. As Fiddach summoned one of his crew to bring 

a pressure suit for Tevix, she looked down at the swamp one more time.

~

When another three days were gone, Orbital Station's new comms were up and running. 

Anyone aboard could hail vessels within a much-improved radius, and it was thanks to Glyn, who 

had also sniffed out two possible Coalition locations with her powers of deduction and her 

galactic travel experience. One thing was guaranteed now: once Antim's team was gathered on the

station, they'd have something to do. Progress felt like a cushion behind Glyn's head.

She was the one who had to get them here, of course, but that could be figured out later. 

Antim's series of available transports and agencies hovered on the leftmost of the three screens in

Glyn's terminal. The center screen, the one she was studying the hardest, displayed the faces of 
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the Coalition, daring her to hunt them down, threatening her with all the destruction that would 

be her fault if her plan didn't account for every possible risk.

Glyn opened Fyffe's message again. They could actually communicate in borderline real 

time now, and Glyn needed a distraction.

SENDER: Glyn

MESSAGE: Quiz me on ArcSong's one-hundred-thirty-first-edition's rulebook.

While she waited for a response, she gazed over the services and agencies available for 

clandestine transport. Ion Limited was too well-known, and they'd been part of high-profile 

scandals. Star Tours was reliable, but too accessible to the general public; they didn't need 

tourists to Endor getting caught in a firefight. None of these were appropriate for hauling guns-

for-hire to a job, unless they traveled incognito, in which case she'd have to create identities for 

them.

No. It was too much. 

She checked again for Fyffe's message. Nothing. Maybe she was involved in a game, or was 

just sick of Glyn blowing her off.

Kax wandered back in. 

“Kax!” Glyn covered her mouth. She hadn't meant to shout.

“Uh, are we under attack?”

“Quiz me.”

Kax fiddled with their sleeve. “Have you figured out how to get Antim's agents here?”

“Yes, I know the answer to that one: No.”
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Kax took their seat across from Glyn again. Their pout and furrowed brow said they knew 

exactly why Glyn wanted this. Different people dealt with stress in different ways. Glyn was new 

to this work, green, unfocused. Kax had probably handled more stressful situations while eating 

breakfast.

“Okay,” Kax said. “Creature homeworlds.”

Glyn tensed herself up, nodded.

“Rancor.”

“Dathomir.”

Kax grinned. “Tibidee.”

“Stygeon Prime.”

The grin widened. They leaned back and cracked their knuckles, looking more awake now. 

Maybe this was what Kax needed, too.

“Krayt dragon.”

“Tatooine.”

“Gross world. Slave trade's still booming. No one likes to talk about the Outer Rim, though. 

It's easier to pretend we're in a golden age that way.”

“'I've been there.”

Kax raised an eyebrow. Glyn quieted. This was Senate-sponsored work, likely not the place 

to blab about all the backwater worlds you'd spent time on. Still, Glyn trusted Kax, and that's why 

she was here. 

“If you've been to Tatooine,” Kax said, “then you know why there are so many krayt dragon 

skeletons decorating the Dune Sea.”

“Hunters.”
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“Why do people hunt them, though? Can't do anything with their hides.”

“They have enormous pearls in their bellies. Sell a few of those on the black market, you're 

off of Tatooine and onto a real planet in no time.”

Kax examined Glyn's face. Glyn felt a refreshed jolt of blood in her veins.

“Better?”

“Yeah,” Glyn said.

Kax nodded and stood, their work here finished for now. “Get those agents here,” they said,

gliding back through the doorway.

She wanted to tell Kax that the impromptu quizzes were originally R'ala's idea, when she 

needed to figure out how to calm Glyn down, whether because of a rough hyperspace jump, the 

threat of a nearby asteroid field, or even a nightmare – although humans couldn't understand the 

intensity of Theelin dreams, R'ala never once told Glyn she was overreacting.

Glyn's eyes drifted back to the terminal, and the screen with the transport agencies. A few 

more caught her eye: Durg Travel Lines, Har-Varis Relocation Experts, Rashbold Cruisers. They all

existed for different purposes, but could be used for the same end. It would just take some 

tweaking and a whole lot of transmissions. 

~

Even with the breather suit, Tevix's chest felt like a block of permacrete. She'd trained in 

anti-gravity, landed ships in all sorts of environments, but this world would take some getting 

used to. Zabraks could adapt faster than most, though, and even among her own people, Tevix 

was a virtuoso when it came to getting cozy with new worlds.

Fiddach, the Poletec, now operating the transport with a copilot while Tevix sat behind 
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him (alongside an armed guard, naturally), hadn't mentioned how long the trip would be, but by 

Tevix's calculations, she was about an hour separated from the Lacerator and her droids.

Well, all except RX-612, who was powered down and stuffed in the hold behind them. 

Before boarding, she'd insisted on bringing her “medical assistant” droid in case the atmosphere 

gave her a seizure. Fiddach had nodded impatiently and ordered that the droid be shut down 

until he was actually needed. Just having him nearby gave Tevix some small comfort, though. If 

nothing else, she'd be able to use him to record her conversation with Client 5. Bosch might pay 

pretty well to know who these people were and what other jobs they needed done. And if Bosch 

wouldn't, someone else would, including a certain pirate crew who were so desperate for a lead 

that they'd board any ship that slipped into their sector.

She asked Fiddach how long he'd been working for Client 5. The armed guard fidgeted next

to her, preferring silence.

Fiddach kept his eyes forward, his voice quiet. Maybe this was the wrong question. Not 

because he wasn't allowed to say, but because he found it dull.

She tried again. “Ever had to kill anyone for your boss?”

A hint of a grin from the Poletec. “As chief enforcer here, I am permitted to handle 

situations as I please.”

“See how that doesn't answer the question?”

The guard's finger slid toward the trigger of his blaster rifle. They weren't in space now; 

bolting Tevix between the eyes wouldn't pose any risk to the vehicle. 

“I like this one,” Fiddach said to the copilot. 

“I like you too,” Tevix said. “And I'll take that as an I've killed people.”

Minutes passed again, the grinding engine the only audible sound. The guard relaxed a 
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little. Tevix guessed that Fiddach wasn't used to “guests” asking him questions. More likely, none 

of them got the chance before he bashed their skulls in, or if they were lucky enough to get the 

deal she was getting now, they were probably petrified with fear.

She wasn't going to pass up this opportunity. The more she knew about Client 5, the more 

likely it was that she'd survive their meeting.

“Since we're friends now,” Tevix said, “I could use some insight on your employer. Any 

buttons I shouldn't press? Topics to avoid? Favorite songs?”

Fiddach still didn't turn around. Frustration sent a wave of heat through Tevix's neck. The 

transport's path to Client 5 was a straight line, plus the copilot was doing the navigating; there 

was no reason not to make eye contact with her.

“My employer resides in a sealed complex,” Fiddach said, eyes ahead of him. “As part of our

arrangement, I do not enter, and therefore can never sell their identity to a high bidder or the 

New Republic.”

“So you don't know who you're working for.”

She felt the guard tense up again.

“Relax, boy,” she said to the guard. “If I were planning anything, you'd have seen a sign. And

if you'd missed the signs, I'd be picking your guts out of my teeth. Either way, you'd know by now.”

Fiddach sighed in a satisfied way. She could tell she was growing on him. And also that the 

guards were expendable. Likely some paramilitary rejects or ex-Republic, looking for better pay. 

They were easy to come by.

As they eased around a corner, Tevix gazed out at the wet hills, where colossal spider-like 

creatures with gasbag heads crept across the landscape. The awe at seeing something she'd never

seen filled her to the brim. One of her hearts sped up.
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“They're called octuptarra,” Fiddach said, not really looking at them. “A vital part of Skako's

ecosystem, but not friendly animals. Can't even be trained, much less convinced not to eat people 

who stumble upon their nests.”

Tevix failed to see what someone would want to train an octuptarra for, but she didn't ask. 

She had a feeling that most of what Fiddach said was only the first half of a thought. The second 

half would come when he wanted to offer it.

A few klicks more, and the planet's surface opened up. Bogs dotted the fringes of the 

railway, and behind them sat enormous boulders that looked like they'd been deliberately placed 

by some sort of terraforming machine. Atop the boulders were more octuptarra, but these were 

different: blacker, with a metallic sheen to them.

They were droids.

Both of her hearts were thudding now.

“If you can't tame the wild,” Fiddach said, “you recreate it.”

Tevix knew little about Skako, but she remembered lectures about the Clone Wars, and 

how the Techno Union threw in their lot with the Confederacy of Independent Systems, using 

droids as their main assault weapons. Supposedly, all of these droids had been deactivated after 

the war, and the Techno Union's power on Skako had dissolved. These octuptarra droids had 

either been salvaged or completely rebuilt to serve Client 5, whoever they were. 

Finally, the transport stopped above the surface of a massive lake.

“Doesn't look like any refueling station I've ever seen,” Tevix said, but she knew Fiddach 

could sense her anxiety. They could execute her now, leave her to whatever lurked in the depths. 

Instead, Fiddach set the transport down on the water, and the copilot began punching a new 

protocol into the console.
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“Preparing to submerge,” the copilot said.

Tevix sat back and held onto the arms of her seat. She wasn't afraid of water, even deep 

water, but this was truly the point of no return. 

As the surface disappeared and the transport slipped into the deep, Fiddach added, “I've 

enjoyed our time together, Zabrak. I wonder if you'll be the first guest to make the return trip.”

~

Glyn had spent the last few hours studying Haidoral Prime's Alternative to Incarceration 

program – ATI – which assigned community service to those charged with nonviolent offenses in 

the Mid Rim. It had been one hour since she'd sent a message to the administrator in charge of 

the program, a human named Nas.

As she was getting up for another mug of caf, the right screen of her terminal dinged. 

Someone wanted a conversation. Warble bleeped and chirped nearby. 

“Yeah, I know,” Glyn said, tapping a button on her terminal's keypad. The small holo 

between the three screens popped to life, and the blue-hued hologram of a dark-complected 

human man appeared.

“Representative Glyn, I assume,” he said. He had a bushy mustache, a bald head, and kind 

eyes. “Your message was a bit vague.”

“Apologies, Administrator Nas,” she replied. “It was necessary for the work I'm doing. I'd 

like to provide a community service opportunity to a negotiable number of your program's 

members.”

“What's the work?” For a professional, Glyn thought, he spoke in a casual dialect. R'ala had 

been similar, but she tended to turn it on and off depending on who she was speaking to. Maybe 
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this human trusted her already.

“Crewing some old shuttles,” Glyn said. “Each shuttle brings one high-priority passenger to

the coordinates I provide.”

Glyn had been looking at the rental policies for the agencies Antim provided. Renting a 

single shuttle from each of them – Ion Limited, Durg Travel Lines, Star Tours, Har-Varis Relocation

Experts, Rashbold Cruisers, and Haidoral Pre-owned – would be inexpensive and raise no 

suspicion whatsoever. It would also get all of Antim's agents to Orbital Station separately, before 

they had the chance to fight one another. If she could also find shuttle crews through ATI, which 

would cost nothing, she'd be significantly under budget.

“Interesting,” Nas said. “And this is a Senate-sponsored project?”

“Affirmative. The documentation I sent contains the digital seals of Representative Kax 

Grandt, Governor Olan Bek, and Gunnery Chief Antim Waslo.”

“Forgive me, but none of those are senators, if I'm correct.”

Nas was correct. She'd have to navigate this carefully. “A donor, whose discretion must be 

maintained, has ordered this project. Our group is running the entire operation. Shuttle crews 

will not be put in any danger during travel; we simply need a reliable way to get our agents here 

without them losing credits, and in the noble tradition of Senate Populists, we'd like to use a 

method that gives back to the galactic community. On a personal note, Haidoral Prime is close to 

my heart. As a person without a homeworld, it was a haven for me once.”

The human absorbed Glyn's words with his arms folded. He considered it. “Send the 

completed documentation and waivers, as well as all necessary coordinates. My guys will pick up 

the shuttles.”

It was all Glyn could do to keep from shouting Yes! out loud. 
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“Will do,” she said. “You have our thanks.”

After deactivating the holo, she went back for the caf. Warble chirped energetically.

“Thanks,” she said. “I knew I had it in me somewhere.”

She pressed the caf machine's pump, watched the dark liquid drain into the mug, and 

inhaled some of the steam. The smell was bitter and wonderful. What was she supposed to do 

with the rest of the day? Not to mention the rest of Orbital Station's allowance of credits. Without 

having to pay for the shuttle crews, she'd be able to make significant improvements to the facility, 

even more than she already had.

She drank her caf while gazing out the office viewport at the surface of Ord Mantell, which 

was only visible for about fifteen minutes a day due to the station's position in space. When she'd 

had her fill of the drink and the view, she set the mug next to the machine and straightened her 

dress.

Time to call a meeting.

“You could have just asked me to fly a shuttle,” Kax said. “I'm a heck of a pilot.” Glyn liked 

the rapport she and Kax had. It was nice to interact with a human whose humor she understood, 

and who genuinely wanted to share it with her, rather than just show off the human race's 

extensive array of vernacular.

“I'm impressed,” Olan Bek said, sitting in his usual spot to Glyn's right. “This is an 

important step in the process.”

Even Voz gave a nod of approval. Antim, however, hadn't been able to return for the 

meeting, and would be sent the news separately by Kax. Unfortunately, this left one bit of 

business unresolved: who would replace the tech expert she'd struck a deal with. Her contracts 
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had taken months to put together, and they didn't have that kind of time now.

When Voz and Olan had gone, Kax remained in the office with Glyn and Warble, who was 

active but quiet.

“Not to baby you,” Kax said, “but you did good. I can't wait to see what you do with this 

place next. It's going to be home for a while, so let's make it a proper one.”

Home.

Tarassi. H-Prime. Orbital Station. Glyn could lose count of her “homes” if she wasn't careful.

She wondered what her father would be doing now if he were alive, whether Shardi wondered 

where she was, whether Kax would still think of her as a friend once the project was complete 

and her usefulness was worn out.

“Tarassi, H-Prime, Orbital Station.” When Glyn was alone again, she repeated the names to 

herself, just like she had done with stars as a child. But there was one more home she'd almost 

forgotten. “The First Day.” 

What had become of the ship? Last she'd seen it, R'ala was sitting on a dustbin in H-Prime's

spaceport, her face in her hands, the ship resting stoically behind her. I can't do it, R'ala had kept 

saying. I can't do it. Glyn hadn't known how to help her. That was the beginning of this broken 

thread.

She thought about Krayt dragons again, the lengths people would go to dig out that 

valuable thing inside them. Glyn had never been able to do that for R'ala. She'd just let her go. It 

was easier, somehow, to not confront that kind of beast. But now, something was chasing her.

~

The cavernous main chamber of Client 5's complex was adjusted to the oxygen levels of a 
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traditional garden world, so Tevix was able to remove the lender suit and breathe freely. Again, 

she marveled at the tech. No legitimate organization could have afforded this. The west end of the

enormous room became a ramp that led into a pit of assorted minerals, surrounded by small 

screens and holographic scanning interfaces. In front of her, a monolithic bench stood, similar to 

where a judge would sit to oversee monumental trials. The bench was made of glimmering blue 

metal in a crescent that enveloped almost the entire chamber, and atop it sat three Skakoans in 

pressure suits, the tops of their rocky heads visible above their masks. Inconveniencing 

themselves to make her comfortable had to be part of their game: get the “guest” to let her guard 

down.

Of course, there was another explanation: Skakoans looked menacing in those suits. 

Almost every species thought so, and the Zabrak were no exception.

Still, they didn't have a room full of goons aiming artillery at her, so they must have had 

something else planned. Behind Tevix, the footlocker sat, and next to it the inert RX-612.

The Skakoan in the center twisted the translator knob on his suit's chest. “We are pleased 

that you sought us out,” he said, his voice deep and rumbling. He must have had some sort of 

projector inside the suit. “We are known as the Sickle.”

For once, Tevix had no answer, no clever retort. She didn't bother introducing herself. No 

need.

The one on the left twisted his suit's knob as well, and out of him came the same voice as 

the other, a haunting echo that rattled Tevix's chest. “Your employer,” he said, “was meant to 

return the item to our agents.”

“Your agent had a bounty on him,” Tevix said. “It was collected before the hand-off could be

made. I'm returning the item myself because my spine is twice as solid as anyone on my team.”
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There was no way these overlords didn't already know every detail of what happened. 

They were testing her now, seeing if she'd grovel.

The third member of the Sickle mimicked the others, echoing the same voice again: 

“Brave.” He activated something on the keypad in front of him, and from a panel on the wall came 

a lumbering labor droid, who gripped the footlocker and lifted it with some effort. Tevix couldn't 

help feeling as though one of her limbs were being pulled off – the container of Cortheum was the 

only bargaining chip she had in this deal.

The droid, with excruciatingly slow movements, crossed the room and stopped at the head 

of the ramp that led to the mineral pit. With little ceremony, he pried the lid off the footlocker and 

dumped the contents over the edge. The sound as the valuable rocks hit the metal ramp and slid 

down to mix with the others was like thunder and rain. Then, nothing.

“We may now consider this mission a success,” the first Skakoan said. His voice made her 

bones feel hollow. “Previously, this would have been considered a failure, but our agent delivering

this item and you bringing it here of your own volition are simply two routes leading to the same 

point. The Sickle is always building toward a future. Therefore, the human who calls himself 

Bosch may have further use to us.”

“Bosch didn't get you the Cortheum,” Tevix said. “I did.” She swallowed. The heat in her 

neck became fire. Hell if she was leaving this place with less pay and fewer accolades than a soft 

human who couldn't make his own deliveries.

There was silence among the Skakoans. “Our manners are misplaced,” the one on the left 

finally said. He stood. “You have done us a great service, Zabrak, and in doing so, you've saved us 

time and resources. I am called the Second. You may call my companions the First and the Third.”

Tevix nodded. “Nice to meet you.” She  felt tentative about this. Fiddach had removed all of 
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her weapons before the trip, and she was still convinced that a battalion of guards might burst 

through those wall panels and take her out as soon as she let herself relax.

“In return,” said the First, “what would you ask of us?”

The Sickle's leaders were all standing now. Tevix thought about it, but not for too long. 

What she wanted rarely changed.

“You contact me when you want something done,” she said. 

The Third spoke next. “We have hundreds of operations in concurrent progress,” he said. 

“In order to expand our influence on Skako Minor and throughout the Core Worlds, thousands of 

operatives must work tirelessly for us, both permanently and freelance.”

So the Sickle was a criminal organization through and through, just like the old Black Sun, 

Crimson Dawn, and the rest that had been in power before the Civil War, before Tevix was born. If 

the Sickle was only dealing in black-market droid production, she could safely say she'd worked 

for worse. But she had a feeling that wasn't it.

Tevix spoke again, craning her neck to see the top of the bench. “I'm talking about the 

missions where you need someone to travel far and get their hands dirty,” she said. It was difficult

to tell whether they were impressed behind those black masks. “You can always use someone like 

that, especially when she's already proven herself. How many times could that footlocker have 

fallen into the hands of Republic patrols, H-Prime security, or the bounty hunters? I fought pirates

by myself to get here. I damaged my own ship with an improvised light speed jump. I don't fail. I 

don't do incomplete missions. I don't do anything I need to apologize for.”

The Skakoans didn't look at one another. She wondered if they could communicate through

the pressure suits without her hearing them.

“Very well,” the First said. He began descending the steps that cut through the middle of 
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the bench. “As of today, you will be a Priority One freelancer. You will be kept abreast of all tasks 

we assign, and will have the option of joining other Priority One teams as a combatant or pilot, 

depending on what is required. Do you agree to this?”

Both of Tevix's hearts slowed down. The heat in her neck cooled. “All I ask for is a chance,” 

she said. 

The Second and the Third retook their seats, while the First descended the steps until he 

was face to face with Tevix. He towered over her.

“In order to initiate this partnership,” he said, “you need to be made aware of our 

intentions and the resources we may use to further them. Follow me.”

He led her to the mineral ramp, where the labor droid still stood, uncomplaining. The 

Second and Third remained atop the bench, content to let the First take the lead. “This is where 

our material assets are deposited and surveyed, whereupon a proper use can be determined. 

Depending on who we deal with to achieve our ends, resources can be used for barter on 

undeveloped worlds, or more arduously, liquidated into hard credits for – ”

“For buying politicians. I get it.”

Tevix was starting to feel the weight of this place, the depth of the water even without 

viewports, the thunder of machinery working on the lower levels, the cavernous expanse of the 

mineral pit.

The First's facial expression was impossible to see through the mask. He led her onward, 

out of the main chamber and to a dark stairwell lit with silvery lights glowing in the walls like 

bioluminescent bugs. At the base was a keypad shaped like a white T, each prong controlling a 

different passage out of the stairwell.

“Satisfy your curiosity if you like,” said the First. Tevix hated being spoken to like a child, 
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but the First was the king of this domain, so it looked like Tevix would be deciding on the tour 

itinerary. She punched the left prong of the T, and they soon entered a noisy chamber that looked 

like a miniature factory, where large automated arms were pounding out droid parts on an 

assembly line.

She tried not to drool.

“What do you make here?” she asked. The more naive she could seem, the better. Criminal 

overlords didn't like underlings who were smarter than they were.

“These machines can be anything we need them to be on short notice,” the First said. 

“Simple maintenance droids, shock troops for thinly-manned missions, spare parts afterward.”

With care, an operation like this could be a self-sustaining production plant. Tevix opened 

her mouth to mention her ship full of custom droids, then bit her lip. 

The second room was the Sickle's communication hub: a wall of terminals connected to a 

tiny barracks. No technicians sat at the terminals; the seats were wide, intended only for 

Skakoans. 

Finally, back in the stairwell, Tevix pressed the bottom prong of the T, and a digitized 

Skakoan voice said, “For Harvester access, enter code.”

The First peered down at Tevix for a moment, then began punching in the code. She peered

back when he was no longer looking at her. What was that look for? To remind her that only the 

privileged got to spend time down here?

Maybe it was one last acknowledgment before feeding her to whatever the Harvester was. 

She'd never heard of a creature by that name, but this world was still strange.

The chamber was blocked by a blast door, which groaned once the code was entered, 

opening into a misty blue hollow, like a maw yawning her in. In plain sight sat a black orb the size 
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of a starship, and when the mist cleared, she could see that the orb had three massive legs that 

nearly touched the ceiling at the knees. It looked just like the octuptarra droids from before, but 

this droid was large enough to house a family of rancors inside its head.

“Magna tri-droid,” the First said. “Modified, of course. At present, we use it to render 

minerals and move larger resources through the complex. Hence the designation of Harvester.”

Tevix thought to herself that this machine – no, this mammoth work of art – could be used 

for so much more than playing with an expensive rock collection. Again, she bit her lip.

“Skako Minor's government knows nothing about its existence,” the First went on. “If we 

require something they do not comply with, then we may make them aware. Other systems and 

organizations will be given the same revelation.”

“The same threat, you mean.” Tevix had been in this life a long time. She'd been seasoned, 

roasted, spat out the other side. She was tempered steel. She knew when she was being tested or 

tried on for size. No matter what the Sickle thought of her now, she didn't need to prove anything 

to herself. The Sickle, on the other hand, had yet to prove themselves to her, other than their 

propensity for aping old technology and finding good hiding places.

She pictured the Harvester removed from this chamber at the bottom of the sea. She could 

see it tramping the surface of this planet, or hurtling through space at the head of a pirate fleet. 

Let's see Haidoral Administrative Center One – what had Miri called it? Glitter? – defend against 

that. Let's see anyone lay eyes on that black orb of brutality and not beg to surrender their 

territory instead of being destroyed.

Wasted potential. All of it.

~
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Antim wasn't answering Glyn's transmissions. No message back from Fyffe, either. Glyn 

had identified the pinpoint location – down to the system, planet, continent, and town – of at least

one Coalition member. The operation would be starting soon, and there was still a master-slicer-

shaped loose end.

Glyn let her long fingers float over the keys, all ten aching to punch in a code she'd 

memorized years ago. She knew a damn good slicer. And now, Orbital Station could reach that 

slicer's ship, wherever it was.

She didn't bother to ask herself whether she was doing this because it was pragmatic. The 

ache was too strong.

When she'd accessed the First Day's holo, not bothering to let R'ala answer first, the ship's 

cockpit spread out in front of her. It was like peering into a time before her own reincarnation.

“R'ala?”

No answer. Through the terminal screen, Glyn could see clothing slung over the swiveled 

pilot's chair, see food cartons piled on the console. Definitely a style she recognized. She called 

R'ala's name again, and finally, after the repeated clonking of flesh on steel, R'ala padded into the 

cockpit, barefoot in pale gray pajama trunks. The sight of Glyn's scan-lined face must have been a 

shock. Hopefully she didn't think she was stuck in a dream.

R'ala. You're alive.

R'ala concentrated for a moment, probably making eye contact with the Glyn hologram, 

but when you looked at the hologram's eyes, your conversation partner saw you looking slightly 

below their eyes, at the bridge of their nose. Despite knowing this, Glyn felt like she was being 

avoided.

“Hey,” she said, tentative. Maybe R'ala had enemies, enemies she wouldn't put past 
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impersonating someone she knew.

“R'ala, it's me.”

“Yeah,” R'ala said, coming closer and leaning on the pilot's chair. “It's you. Where are you, 

Glyn?” Her tone said she was glad to be getting this call, maybe that she'd thought about making it

herself a few times.

“The Bright Jewels system. I'm working on something.”

“I'm near H-Prime. I don't know what I'm doing.” The skin beneath R'ala's eyes was worn, 

her eyes themselves shot with the red of exhaustion. Glyn wondered what kind of trouble she was

in. The ache returned, this time in her shoulders, the crooks of her arms. “Can I see you, Glyn?”

“I was hoping you could help me with what I'm working on. Can you get here?”

Glyn sent the coordinates. She watched R'ala review them, squinting.

“There's nothing at these coordinates.”

“Trust me, okay?”

R'ala looked over the console's screen again. “Let me get another hour of sleep,” she said. 

“Wherever you are, keep the door unlocked for me.”

~

By the time Tevix returned to the Sickle's main chamber to see the Second and Third 

standing in front of their bench like metal sentinels, she had already imagined the mineral pit 

enticing the pirate bands from Iridium and Vuchelle into service, the droid mini-factory supplying

an endless, undetectable family of machines that could be hidden upon ostensibly derelict ships, 

ready for a coup. Once she'd completed a couple of missions for the Sickle, she'd share these 

ideas, wiggle her way into an advisory position. Then she could really achieve – 
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“Your visit has been recorded,” the Second said. “I am pleased that you did not need your 

medical droid.” Tevix looked down at the inactive RX-612, who looked more like a hump of scrap 

than the polite, babbling helper he usually was.

“I'm looking forward to this partnership,” Tevix said. “I take it Fiddach is waiting in 

ignorant anticipation for me outside?”

She noticed that the breather suit was missing. Before she even heard the wall panel open, 

the white labor droid was upon her, pinning her arms behind her and lifting her off the floor. She 

thrashed, and the droid squeezed.

“No need to resist,” the Third said. “This is simply a matter of protocol.”

She struggled again, and again the grip tightened. Blood was draining from her raised 

arms; her fingers started to numb.

“Before you are jettisoned into the deep,” he continued, “we'd like to compliment your wit, 

your drive, and your ambition. The clean-up element of a failed mission is long and involved, but 

necessary to keep our operation tightly sealed. As a professional, I'm sure you understand.”

She did. The entire tour of the complex was a charade to make her comfortable. They'd 

showed their hand, even introduced her to the droid that would hold her in place for the kill-shot.

They'd only needed her to be distracted for a split second. If she weren't about to die, she'd have 

smiled.

~

Glyn left the hub office, listened to the station hum, and looked down at the stars through 

the floor glass. Kax's personal space was right around the corner. Hopefully they'd be in the mood 

for a chat.
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“I hope I'm not interrupting,” Glyn said as she entered. Kax was in their usual white 

uniform, looking crisp and presentable. They were going over some ship schematics on a datapad.

“Not at all,” they said. “Looks like we'll be receiving some company in the next few days.”

“Maybe sooner.” Glyn sat. “What do you think of bringing in someone who already knows 

one of us?”

“You mean a friend of yours.”

“I...yeah.”

“To replace the master slicer.”

“You know about that?”

“I'm the project lead, Glyn. I may have a lot to do, including tossing meat to the media when

I can, but I look over the same stuff you do. How else would I be able to tell if your solutions are 

viable, or total trash fires?”

Glyn allowed herself a laugh. “Good point.”

“To answer your question,” Kax said, “I trust your judgment. You were given a role, and 

when it comes to that, what you say goes. I know Antim is a tough sell, but she'll be a lot happier 

with a computer slicer you're hot-and-bothered about than with none at all.”

Hot and bothered indeed. It was a good thing Theelins couldn't blush.

Kax gripped Glyn's hand. “We still trust each other, right?”

“Of course.”

“Alright. The missions to destroy the Coalition are going to be horrible. We're talking 

dangerous conditions, diving headfirst into territories with perpetual travel advisories, trying to 

sneak up on killers who can smell an attack coming from the next planet over. Not everyone's 

coming back with all their limbs. If your slicer buddy trusts you, be honest with them about that.”
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Glyn nodded. Swallowed. “I will.”

Kax let go of her hand. “Thanks.” They looked back at the schematics. Glyn wasn't sure 

whether the conversation was over.

“Um, are you supposed to say 'dismissed' or something?”

Kax smirked. “I always forget about that stuff when a friend is in the room. Feels weird 

giving orders. That's more Antim's area.”

“Then how about 'Seeya later'?”

The smirk extended to both sides of Kax's mouth. “Seeya later, Glyn.”

~

When nearly all feeling had left Tevix's arms, the Sickle began a rite that made her 

remember something Fiddach had said: people who entered this complex didn't usually come 

back out. Which meant they'd either been ground into raw materials by the Harvester, or – 

Skakoans weren't carnivores, were they?

“There is the matter of your possessions,” the Second said, producing a carbine rifle that 

would put a fist-sized crater in Tevix's head the moment it was fired. It looked like something Miri

would build. At least it would be a painless death. “Your ship has been emptied of valuables, of 

course, but we will have no need for the ship itself. To whom do you wish to pass the vessel?”

Tevix looked at the ground alongside RX-612. “I don't care.”

The Second nodded to the First. “And then,” he continued, “there is the matter of the 

outdated droids onboard. These are not suitable to the needs of the Sickle. What do you wish to 

become of them?”

She didn't look up. “I don't care.”
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The Second aimed the carbine rifle at Tevix's forehead. The trio stood only a few meters 

away from her; it would be an easy enough shot. She wondered how much practice these guys 

got, closed up in here all the time.

Moments passed. The Third tapped information into a datapad.

“Quit writing my obituary and get it over with,” Tevix said. “No one in the galaxy will know 

or care that I'm dead.”

Another nod between the three of them. “Very well. Operative Tevix, you are sentenced to 

death. May you leave this world satisfied with how you left it.”

No, she thought. This world needs some work.

Tevix bit down hard on her back molars, and the droid control chip activated. RX-612's 

inert body twitched, his restraining bolt flashed red, and an explosion tore through his chest. A 

curtain of smoke separated Tevix from the Sickle, and a chunk of metal smashed the leg of the 

labor droid, who toppled over and released her. The blood rushed back to her hands.

The Sickle saw nothing but a shadow gliding through smoke. Tevix ripped the pressure 

mask off the Third, dropped it, and crushed it with her boot. He clutched at his face, sputtering at 

the air, which was now useless to him, and began crawling up the bench's steps to reach the 

control panel. He'd never make it in time.

Blasts rang out from the carbine rifle, missing Tevix by a meter, one blast searing the labor 

droid in half. Tevix crouched behind the Second, who was firing wildly, and reached around his 

torso until she had hold of the rifle. The First lifted his hand, but too late. Tevix wrestled the rifle 

away; the the First's chest was soon emblazoned with the same fist-sized crater meant for Tevix's 

head. He calmly examined the hole, as if not believing he'd been shot, then became dead-weight 

and slumped over like a chopped sapling.
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The Second hurled Tevix over his shoulder. She skidded across the deck, and the rifle 

clattered to the Second's feet. As he tilted to retrieve it, Tevix pushed herself up to a crouch, bent 

her head, and charged. Her head-spines crashed through the Second's suit, then sank into his 

torso. She felt fluid warming the crown of her head. When he struggled, she pushed until his back 

was against the bench. It was soon over. She yanked her horns out, and let the Second's body fall 

next to the First's.

She looked to the top of the bench, where the Third was still on his stomach, choking, 

inching his way to the panel that would reconfigure the room to Skako's normal atmosphere, 

which would cause a Zabrak's body to crumple in on itself. 

He wasn't going to get there, though.

She strode up the steps, taking one at a time. When she reached her enemy, she knelt, lifted

the back of his head, and drove her nails into the base of his neck. The choking ended. His reddish,

marbly eyes rolled to the side.

When the adrenaline had dried up and she'd found her breath, Tevix ascended the bench 

and sat in front of the control panel. No encryption. Voice masking in place. An army outside who 

had never seen the Sickle in person.

A comm channel opened. Fiddach was calling.

“Enforcer One to Command. Awaiting follow-up orders.”

Tevix wiped a clammy smear of sweat from her forehead, and leaned back in the seat. Her 

hair was slick with Skakoan blood, starting to stiffen. She'd need to check those barracks for a 

decontamination chamber.

She pictured the riches of Haidoral Prime, resting in vaults untouched, or fluttering 

through virtual accounts as digital currency. She imagined what she could discover if her 
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mechanical experiments were funded, if she could travel where she wanted to instead of where 

she was ordered to.

She flicked the comm switch.

“Situation normal,” she said. “New operation parameters pending.”

They all worked for her now.

Time to start building.
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